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1 Summary / Zusammenfassung
1.1 English:
During the past years, the internal transcribed spacer 2 (ITS2) was established
as a commonly used molecular phylogenetic marker for the eukaryotes. Its fast
evolving sequence is predestinated for the use in low-level phylogenetics. How-
ever, the ITS2 also consists of a very conserved secondary structure. This
enables the discrimination between more distantly related species. The combi-
nation of both in a sequence-structure based analysis increases the resolution
of the marker and enables even more robust tree reconstructions on a broader
taxonomic range.
But, performing such an analysis required the application of different programs
and databases making the use of the ITS2 non trivial for the typical biologist.
To overcome this hindrance, I have developed the ITS2 Workbench, a com-
pletely web-based tool for automated phylogenetic sequence-structure anal-
yses using the ITS2 (http://its2.bioapps.biozentrum.uni-wuerzburg.de). The
development started with an optimization of length modelling topologies for
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), which were successfully applied on a sec-
ondary structure prediction model of the ITS2 marker. Here, structure is
predicted by considering the sequences’ composition in combination with the
length distribution of different helical regions. Next, I integrated HMMs into
the sequence-structure generation process for the delineation of the ITS2 within
a given sequence. This re-implemented pipeline could more than double the
number of structure predictions and reduce the runtime to a few days. To-
gether with further optimizations of the homology modelling process I can now
exhaustively predict secondary structures in several iterations. These modifi-
cations currently provide 380,000 annotated sequences including 288,000 struc-
ture predictions. To include these structures in the calculation of alignments
and phylogenetic trees, I developed the R-package ”treeforge”. It generates
sequence-structure alignments on up to four different coding alphabets. For the
first time also structural bonds were considered in alignments, which required
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the estimation of new scoring matrices. Now, the reconstruction of Maximum
Parsimony, Maximum Likelihood as well as Neighbour Joining trees on all four
alphabets requires just a few lines of code. The package was used to resolve the
controversial chlorophyceaen dataset and could be integrated into future ver-
sions of the ITS2 workbench. The platform is based on a modern, feature-rich
Web 2.0 user interface equipped with the latest AJAX and Web-service tech-
nologies. It performs HMM-based sequence annotation, structure prediction
by energy minimization or homology modelling, alignment calculation and tree
reconstruction on a flexible data pool that repeats calculations according to
data changes. Further, it provides sequence motif detection to control annota-
tion and structure prediction and a sequence-structure based BLAST search,
which facilitates the taxon sampling process. All features and the usage of
the ITS2 workbench are explained in a video tutorial. However, the work-
bench bears some limitations regarding the size of datasets. This is caused
mainly due to the immense computational power needed for such extensive
calculations. To demonstrate the validity of the approach also for large-scale
analyses, a fully automated reconstruction of the Chlorophyta (Green Algal)
Tree of Life was performed. The successful application of the marker even on
large datasets underlines the capabilities of ITS2 sequence-structure analysis
and suggests its utilization on further datasets. The ITS2 workbench provides
an excellent starting point for such endeavours.
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1.2 Deutsch:
In den vergangenen Jahren etablierte sich der Marker
”
internal transcribed
spacer 2”(ITS2) zu einem ha¨ufig genutzten Werkzeug in der molekularen Phy-
logenetik der Eukaryoten. Seine schnell evolvierende Sequenz eignet sich be-
stens fu¨r den Einsatz in niedrigeren phylogenetischen Ebenen. Die ITS2 faltet
jedoch auch in eine sehr konservierte Sekunda¨rstruktur. Diese ermo¨glicht die
Unterscheidung weit entfernter Arten. Eine Kombination aus beiden in einer
Sequenzstrukturanalyse verbessert die Auflo¨sung des Markers und ermo¨glicht
die Rekonstruktion von robusteren Ba¨umen auf ho¨herer taxonomischer Breite.
Jedoch war die Durchfu¨hrung solch einer Analyse, die die Nutzung unterschied-
lichster Programme und Datenbanken vorraussetzte, fu¨r den klassischen Bio-
logen nicht einfach durchfu¨hrbar. Um diese Hu¨rde zu umgehen, habe ich den
”
ITS2 Workbench“ entwickelt, eine im Internet nutzbare Arbeitsplattform zur
automatisierten sequenzstrukturbasierten phylogenetischen Analyse basierend
auf der ITS2 (http://its2.bioapps.biozentrum.uni-wuerzburg.de). Die Entwick-
lung begann mit der La¨ngenoptimierung unterschiedlicher
”
Hidden Markov
Model“ (HMM)-Topologien, die erfolgreich auf ein Modell zur Sequenzstruk-
turvorhersage der ITS2 angewandt wurden. Hierbei wird durch die Analyse
von Sequenzbestandteilen in Kombination mit der La¨ngenverteilung verschie-
dener Helixregionen die Struktur vorhergesagt. Anschließend konnte ich HMMs
auch bei der Sequenzstrukturgenerierung einsetzen um die ITS2 innerhalb ei-
ner gegebenen Sequenz zu lokalisieren. Dieses neu implementierte Verfahren
verdoppelte die Anzahl vorhergesagter Strukturen und verku¨rzte die Laufzeit
auf wenige Tage. Zusammen mit weiteren Optimierungen des Homologiemodel-
lierungsprozesses kann ich nun erscho¨pfend Sekunda¨rstrukturen in mehreren
Interationen vorhersagen. Diese Optimierungen liefern derzeit 380.000 anno-
tierte Sequenzen einschließlich 288.000 Strukturvorhersagen. Um diese Struk-
turen fu¨r die Berechnung von Alignments und phylogenetischen Ba¨umen zu
verwenden hab ich das R-Paket
”
treeforge“ entwickelt. Es ermo¨glicht die Ge-
nerierung von Sequenzstrukturalignments auf bis zu vier unterschiedlich ko-
dierten Alphabeten. Damit ko¨nnen erstmals auch strukturelle Basenpaarungen
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in die Alignmentberechnung mit einbezogen werden, die eine Scha¨tzung neuer








bour Joining“ Ba¨umen auf allen vier Alphabeten mittels weniger Zeilen Pro-
grammcode. Das Paket wurde eingesetzt, um die noch umstrittene Phylogenie
der
”
chlorophyceae“ zu rekonstruieren und ko¨nnte in zuku¨nftigen Versionen
des ITS2 workbench verwendet werden. Die ITS2 Plattform basiert auf einer
modernen und sehr umfangreichen Web 2.0 Oberfla¨che und beinhaltet neu-
ste AJAX und Web-Service Technologien. Sie umfasst die HMM basierte Se-
quenzannotation, Strukturvorhersage durch Energieminimierung bzw. Homo-
logiemodellierung, Alignmentberechnung und Baumrekonstruktion basierend
auf einem flexiblen Datenpool, der A¨nderungen am Datensatz automatisch
aktualisiert. Zusa¨tzlich wird eine Detektion von Sequenzmotiven ermo¨glicht,
die zur Kontrolle von Annotation und Strukturvorhersage dienen kann. Eine
BLAST basierte Suche auf Sequenz- und Strukturebene bietet zusa¨tzlich eine
Vereinfachung des Taxonsamplings. Alle Funktionen sowie die Nutzung der
ITS2 Webseite sind in einer kurzen Videoanleitung dargestellt. Die Plattform
la¨sst jedoch nur eine bestimmte Gro¨ße von Datensa¨tzen zu. Dies liegt vor allem
an der erheblichen Rechenleistung, die bei diesen Berechnungen beno¨tigt wird.
Um die Funktion dieses Verfahrens auch auf großen Datenmengen zu demon-
strieren, wurde eine voll automatisierte Rekonstruktion des Gru¨nalgenbaumes
(Chlorophyta) durchgefu¨hrt. Diese erfolgreiche, auf dem ITS2 Marker basie-
rende Studie spricht fu¨r die Sequenz-Strukturanalyse auf weiteren Daten in der
Phylogenetik. Hier bietet der ITS2 Workbench den idealen Ausgangspunkt.
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2 Introduction
From ”On the origin of species” to molecular biology
What is a species? Are same looking individuals also belonging to the same
species? Which one evolved first? These questions have given food for thought
to biologist for several centuries and different theses were raised. But even to-
day – more than 150 years after Charles Darwins (* 12.2.1809;  19.4.1882)
”On the Origin of Species” (Darwin, 1859), the answers are not always trivial
to give. Whereas at first, species were distinguished by their morphological
features, one of the most recognized statements on the species concept was
introduced by Ernst Mayr (* 5.7.1904;  3.2.2005) in 1942 in his book Mayr
(1942): ”Species are groups of actually or potentially interbreeding natural
populations, which are reproductively isolated from other such groups.” This
statement ”gained almost universal acceptance because it explained concisely
the role of the species in biology” (Mayr, 1942). Nevertheless, a discrimination
is not very easy, especially in difficult cultivatable or solitary habitats. Fur-
thermore it leaves the question unanswered regarding asexual individuals. But
even so, large progress has been made after Darwin’s sketch of the probably
first phylogenetic tree. With the emergence of computational biology, large
scale sequence analysis, exponentially growing databases and high-trough-put
sequencing, today tons of data became available in a relatively short time.
Since the studies of Watson and Crick on the structure of DNA: ”It has not
escaped our notice that the specific pairing we have postulated immediately
suggests a possible copying mechanism for the genetic material” (Watson and
Crick, 1953), it is clear where genetic information is coded.
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The molecular phylogenetic pipeline for automated tree reconstruc-
tion
However, the question arose on how and where to find comparable regions
inside these differing genomes. This led to the assignment of phylogenetic
markers. A phylogenetic marker is a sequence fragment of same origin, avail-
able in a large taxonomic unit with differing nucleic manifestations for each
species. Based on these fragments, an alignment – containing columns with
equal and distinct positions can be created. First, these were constructed by
hard and exhausting manual work, nowadays tough, the alignment algorithms
of MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004a,b) and ClustalW2 (Thompson et al., 1994; Larkin
et al., 2007) simplify this task. From the alignment, it is only one more step
to a molecular phylogeny. Saitou and Nei (1987); Gascuel (1997) proposed a
method called Neighbour Joining (NJ) to calculate a tree very quickly. His
method counts the number of differences in the alignment-columns for each
sequence and computes a distance based on the results. Competing treeing
methods like maximum parsimony (Camin and Sokal, 1965) and maximum
likelihood (Felsenstein, 1981, 1985, 2004) are not less popular and widely ap-
plied in this field.
The ITS2 – a predestinated marker for tree inference
However, a phylogenetic tree reconstruction strongly relies on the quality of the
underlying marker. This is firstly, its exact annotation, and secondly, the range
of its resolution and sequence variability. To the latter, a plethora of debates
had been started which resulted in the use of chloroplast specific (e.g. matK,
rbcL, rpoC1, psbA-trnH), mitochondrial (e.g. CO1) or ribosomal (e.g. ITS1/2,
5.8S) markers (Moniz and Kaczmarska, 2009, 2010; Chen et al., 2010; Yao et al.,
2010). Where chloroplast markers perform reasonably well on plants, they
can’t be applied on animal species. Here, CO1 provides good results instead
(Astrin et al., 2006; Kitahara et al., 2010; Smith et al., 2008). This discrepancy
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can be explained by the fact that fast evolving markers suit best for low-level
phylogenies with a high sequence variability needed to distinguish between two
closely related species. In the case of high-level phylogenies instead, a lower
variability is preferred to distinguish between far related species. Here, fast
sequence variations would cause a high level of noise.
Our work focuses on the ribosomal RNA cistron (Figure 1), especially the In-
ternal Transcribed Spacer 2 (ITS2). The rRNA cistron contains genes forming
the smaller (18S) and larger (28S, 5.8S and 5S) subunit of the ribosome in
eukaryotes. Located in between are the genetic spacers ITS1 and ITS2. Ribo-
somes occur in prokaryotes as well as eukaryotes for the synthesis of proteins
during translation, however the ITS2, which exact function is not unravelled
yet is only available in the latter.
Figure 1: A graphical view of the ribosomal RNA cistron. It consists of the
18S small subunit (SSU), ITS1, 5.8S, ITS2, 28S large subuni(LSU).
At first, only sequence data was accessible to distinguish between different
species (Baldwin et al., 1995; Powers et al., 1997; Suh et al., 1993) and it
turned out that the range of this marker is often too weak to cover also the
discrimination in higher – order or family levels (Coleman, 2003). Interestingly,
the ITS2 folds into a secondary structure which revealed a common, very con-
served core throughout all eukaryotes (Coleman, 2003; Schultz et al., 2005; Mai
and Coleman, 1997). With the conserved structure enabling discrimination at
higher ranks, also the accuracy and robustness of trees increased (Keller et al.,
2010; Telford et al., 2005). This finding quickly led to the integration of sec-
ondary structure into phylogenetic databases like the ITS2-DB (Schultz et al.,
2006; Selig et al., 2008; Koetschan et al., 2010). With an exact Hidden Markov
Model annotation of the conserved flanking regions 5.8S and 28S of the ITS2
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(Keller et al., 2009), a huge amount of highly reliable individual secondary
structures became available. Due to the advent of sequence-structure analysis
software, the calculation of alignments (Seibel et al., 2006, 2008; Bauer et al.,
2007; Siebert and Backofen, 2005) and reconstruction of phylogenetic trees
(Wolf et al., 2008) could benefit from both integrated features.
An integrated platform for ITS2-based phylogenies
The presence of such a large set of phylogenetic tools requires a broad knowl-
edge for their meaningful application and can often be time-consuming. Espe-
cially after two decades of controversy in taxon sampling (Nabhan and Sarkar,
2011), one has to be prepared that calculations might result in repetitions.
Further, erroneous sequences like false classifications often become visible just
after the final tree has been produced. To overcome this time-consuming pro-
cess, the ITS2 workbench has been developed. This working suite unifies all
formerly required stand-alone tools for a sequence-structure based analysis
online and follows the work flow proposed by Schultz and Wolf (2009). It re-
quires no additional installations and integrates an updated version of the ITS2
database with nearly 300,000 sequences and structures. Beside an interactive
way of adding or removing sequence-structures at different stages, quality con-
trol mechanisms have been implemented allowing an automated repetition of
previous calculations, as soon as changes to the dataset have been made.
In a nutshell, the workbench remains compatible to the former software, how-
ever additionally providing very fast insights into a phylogeny by a complete
automation of a predefined pipeline and producing reliable results within just
a few mouse clicks.
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3 Optimization of length modelling topologies
for HMMs
3.1 Introduction
To achieve high quality predictions, the first part – the annotation of the
marker, is already a crucial step. Here, the ITS2 marker benefits from its
very conserved neighbouring genes. These can be targeted by a simple Hidden
Markov Model approach. HMMs – first emerged in the IT and mainly used
for speech recognition (Rabiner, 1989; Juang and Rabiner, 1991), nowadays
play an important role in software for spam deobfuscation (Lee and Ng, 2005),
image processing (Willsky, 2002; Rossi et al., 2010) or in bioinformatics ap-
plications. To the latter, the work of Jean Eddy and the development of the
HMMER suite (Eddy, 1998, 2008) had a big influence, which simplified the in-
tegration and distribution of HMMs in a large variety of programs. Especially
when it comes to the automated detection of specific regions or motifs inside a
strand of typically Nucleotides, Aminoacids or Proteins, HMMs benefit from
their statistical capabilities. Being successfully applied in Genescan (Lukashin
and Borodovsky, 1998) for the detection of genes, the HMMER webserver for
interactive sequence similarity search (Finn et al., 2011), the prediction of in-
teraction sites by Friedrich et al. (2006) or signal peptide (Juncker et al., 2003;
Schneider and Fechner, 2004; Zhang and Wood, 2003; Ka¨ll et al., 2004) and
transmembrane predictions (Sonnhammer et al., 1998; Tusna´dy and Simon,
1998; Krogh et al., 2001; Kahsay et al., 2005; Martelli et al., 2002; Liu et al.,
2003; Bagos et al., 2004) are just some of the highlights in this field. Regarding
the ITS2, the exact annotation of its sequence is of major importance for an
accurate structure prediction (Keller et al., 2009). Interestingly, the ITS2 also
consists of different motifs (Koetschan et al., 2010) and structural regions, such
as stems, loops or inter-helical areas. This formed the idea whether – based
on the composition of the ITS2 sequence, a full structure prediction can be
achieved. In the following study, HMMs were applied to identify start and
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end regions of the ITS2, as well as to model a complete secondary structure.
However, with different structural regions, a large variety of the underlying
source data is coherent, especially when regarding the length distribution of
sequences. This makes it difficult to elicit optimal performance using state
of the art software like the HMMER suite. Typically, an HMM consists of
several states, each connected by transitions. The retention time within one
state containing a self-transition then usually follows a geometric law (Durbin
et al., 1998). But this must not automatically reflect the length distribution
of source data, e.g. loop or stems inside the ITS2. A bell-shaped length dis-
tribution e.g. cannot be modelled by only one self-transitional state, but by
a sequential replication of those (Durbin et al., 1998), which would promise
a better HMM-based prediction. In the following, HMM-based optimization
methods are described by adapting the number of states with its probabilities
of an HMM to the length distribution of the underlying data according to the
publications of Koetschan (2008); Friedrich et al. (2010); Friedrich (2009).
In comparison to the diploma thesis of Koetschan (2008), the publication
(Friedrich et al., 2010) contains a full validation of optimisation methods on
artificial test scenarios, confirmed by statistical tests, cross validation and re-
ceiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. Further a performance estima-
tion of ML (Maximum Likelihood) and MM (Method of Moments) was newly
included. Beside a novel calculation method for ITS2 secondary structure er-
ror predictions, the HMM optimization was successfully applied on various
interesting biological sequences and motifs in a quick screening.
3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Hidden Markov Models
In a few words, an HMM can be explained as a network of nodes or states
Q = {q1, . . . , qm}, described in more detail by Durbin et al. (1998). These
States qi, qj are typically connected to each other by a transition probability
τij. Thus, all outgoing transitions of a state sum to one. States may emit an
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alphabet of symbols O = {ω1, . . . , ωn}, or can even be silent. To add emis-
sion and transition probabilities to an HMM, different learning algorithms are
known. Supervised learning, e.g. relies on state path and emission values to
calculate the according probabilities. When states paths are unknown, the
Baum-Welch (Baum et al., 1970; Welch, 2003) training estimates this infor-
mation by a maximum likelihood approach. Further important algorithms like
Viterbi (Viterbi, 1967; Forney, 1973) and posterior decoding (Durbin et al.,
1998) are able to provide at least one best state path through the model.
3.2.2 Maximum likelihood
The likelihood L to the density function p(X|Θ) with the random variable X




p(xi|Θ) = L(Θ|x1, . . . , xN). (3.1)
To estimate the unknown parameters Θ, the set of parameters Θˆ which maxi-
mizes the overall likelihood is calculated
Θˆ = argmax
Θ
L(Θ|x1, . . . , xN). (3.2)
The parameters maximizing the likelihood equal the parameters maximizing
the log-likelihood function. By transferring calculations to the log-space, the
product of 3.1 is replaced by a sum, which avoids calculations with very high
numbers.
L(Θ|x1, . . . , xN) = log(L(Θ|x1, . . . , xN)). (3.3)
Here, log(L(Θ|x1, . . . , xN)) is described as the log-likelihood of a model with
parameters Θ. When maximizing the log-likelihood, its estimates Θi (Θ =
Θ1, . . . ,Θn) are derived by locating the zero point of partial derivatives of this
function (Johnson et al., 2006)
δ
δΘi
L(Θ1, . . . ,Θm|x1, . . . , xN) = 0, i = 1, . . . ,m. (3.4)
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3.2.3 Method of moments
With this method, the moments of a function are used as parameters to de-
scribe a distribution. This idea was first published by Pearson (1902) and gives
an analytical approach for parameter estimation.









xkp(x) if X is discrete,
+∞∫
−∞
xkf(x) dx if X is continuous.
(3.5)
Here, p(x) is referred to as the probability mass function, f(x) as the proba-
bility density function (PDF) of x. Then,
M(t) = E(etX) (3.6)
is the according moment generating function of X.




M(t)|t=0 = E[XketX ] |t=0= E(Xk). (3.7)
Now, parameters can be estimated by replacing moments by sample moments








xk = x¯, x2, . . . , xk := sample moment k.
3.2.4 Goodness of fit and model choice
The likelihood of a model can be regarded under the influence of model param-
eters and its complexity. A measure for model choice which punishes model
complexity by the number of parameters on a logarithmic scale is the BIC
criteria by Schwarz (1978). It is calculated according to
BIC = −2L(θ, x) + k ln(n). (3.9)
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L(θ, x) here denotes the likelihood of the model where k equals the number
of estimated parameters and n is the sample size. Estimators which don’t
compute a likelihood can be directly compared by determining the L1 distance
of two discrete distributions x and y
d1(x, y) = ||x− y||1 :=
n∑
i=1
|xi − yi|. (3.10)
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Length modelling – topologies
Each self-transitional state of an HMM is coupled to a specific holding time
while resting in the self-transition. Thus, at each (re)-visit, the length of the
state path is incremented by one symbol resulting from this specific state.
Sequences, emitted by this state then follow a geometric length distribution
(Durbin et al., 1998). To model even bell-shaped source data (Figure 3), in
the following, three length modelling topologies are described in a nested com-
plexity. A state, which becomes substituted by several chained-linked states
in the next complexity level is further called a macro state (MS).
The p macro state
emits geometrically length distributed sequences (geo(p)). The likelihood func-
tion for these sequence lengths x1, . . . , xn is given by




To estimate p, the log-likelihood of the equation above is then maximized
pˆ = argmax
p












(xi − 1) log(1− p).
By solving the equation
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L (Θ|x1, . . . , xn)
Θ = (s, r, p)
Figure 2: Regarding the graphical representation of p, rp and srp macro states,
the nested topology becomes visible easily. For rp, states are chained in a
series of r repetitions. For the shifted srp model, s fixed copies lacking self
transitions are prepended to the rp macro state. For each topology, estimators
of distribution parameters s,r and p are given by maximum likelihood and
the method of moments. Finally, an exemplary length distribution is depicted
below each macro state.
towards p, the ML estimator pˆ = 1
x¯
is received. This p macro state repre-
sents the less complex form of length modelling and is concordant to a single
self-transitive state. In Figure 2, the p macro state (left) as well as its ML
and MM estimators are depicted together with a rough shape of the geometric
distribution.
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The rp macro state
emits negative binomial length distributed sequences (nbin(r, p)). As one
might be aware of, the geometric distribution is contained in the negative bi-
nomial distribution when setting the parameter r to one. Thus, the rp macro
state allows to model a geometric length distribution or the bell shape typically
for the negative binomial distribution, regulated by the parameter r. Trans-
ferred to HMMs, r specifies the number of repetitive, chain-linked copies (see
the middle part of Figure 2) of a self-transitional state with a holding time in-
fluenced by p. As the explicit mathematical calculation of an ML estimator for
this case is very demanding, here the MM estimator is explained instead. The
method of moments – as the name implies makes use of central and empirical
moments to form an unbiased estimator. However for ML, still the maximal
likelihood can be calculated by varying distribution parameters in a discrete
space. The first and second moment, expectation (µ1nbin) and variance (µ
2
nbin)
























both parameter estimators are obtained. Floating point estimations of r were
rounded to the next integer value for a smooth integration into HMMs.
The srp macro state
emits shifted negative binomial length distributed sequences (gnbin(s, r, p)).
This distribution is similar to the negative binomial distribution, except that
an extension of exactly s characters or states increases the length of a se-
quence and so, shifts the distribution on the x-axis. Here, the srp macro state
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is equal to the rp macro state when setting the shift – s to zero. The moment
generating function
Mnbin(t) = e
t(r+s)pr(1− et + etp)−r. (3.17)
was used to generate MM estimators for the parameters s, r and p similar to
the rp macro state.
In the following, a short table summarizes macro state specific information
on moments and PDFs for all three model variants.
geometric negative binomial generalized negative binomial
macro state p rp srp











Table 1: This table summarizes properties of different modelling topologies by
providing information about the modelled length distribution, PDF, variance
and expectation value.
3.3.2 Application on biological examples
Screening biological sequences in terms of length distributions revealed a vari-
ety of data sets following a thoroughly negative binomial law. Here, exemplary
the length distribution of 232 β-sheet core regions from transmembrane pro-
teins received from the TMPDB database (Figure 3 A) (Ikeda et al., 2003),
signal peptides (Figure 3 B), 3’-UTR sequences of C. elegans from the UTRome
database (Figure 3 C) (Mangone et al., 2008) and opening stem regions of the
ITS2 from helix 3 obtained from Asteraceae and the ITS2 database (Figure 3
D) (Schultz et al., 2006; Selig et al., 2008; Koetschan et al., 2010) are illus-
trated. Each histogram represents the length distribution of data (black line),
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the estimated parameters including the corresponding distribution modelled
by each macro state (dotted lines) as well as BIC and L1 distance values. In
addition, the optimal model choice is marked by a star.
Figure 3 A shows that rp and srp macro states are capable of modelling the
transmembrane β sheets length distribution far better than the p macro state.
Here, ML and MM estimators propose quite similar values.
In Figure 3 B, ML and MM estimators similarly propose 8 to 11 copies for
the rp macro state to model the bell shape of signal peptides. Additionally,
one can see the mismatch to length distributed data modelled by the p macro
state. Ka¨ll et al. (2004) also modelled signal peptides by breaking the topology
into several chained structural regions.
Due to the increasing number of sequenced genomes, the accurate identifica-
tion of prominent parts like introns/exons, intergenic regions, splice sites or
untranslated flanking regions gets further attention. Interestingly, the next
example of 3’-UTR sequences (Figure 3 C) does not show a bell-shaped curve.
Here, clearly a geometric distributed topology was preferred by all estimators.
Thus, these data could be modelled best by a simple p macro state.
Figure 3 D shows slight differences between ML and MM estimates for the srp
macro state on ITS2 secondary structure data. However, one can see that a
bell shape is favoured from a geometric distribution model. This is also un-
derlined when regarding BIC and L1 distance.
ITS2 secondary structure prediction
Focusing on this data, a more complex HMM was developed modelling not only
helical parts but the whole structural conformation of the ITS2. Therefore,
different structural parts with varying base compositions were inspected on
their length distribution and parameters were estimated according to the pre-
viously introduced length modelling topologies (Chapter 3.3.1). According to
the conserved core structure of the ITS2 (Coleman, 2003; Schultz et al., 2005),
these parts were mainly categorized by opening/closing stem regions, loops or
unpaired helix connecting regions for all four helices in the structure (Figure 4
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srp Θ{ 0, 6, 0.484}  BIC: 1227.04
rp Θ{ 6, 0.484}  BIC: 1221.59
p Θ{ 0.081}  BIC: 1618.79
srp (MM) Θ{ −1, 7, 0.533}  L1: 0.25
rp (MM) Θ{ 6, 0.508}  L1: 0.3
A


























srp Θ{ 3, 8, 0.391}  BIC: 15463.38
rp Θ{ 11, 0.469}  BIC: 15486.63
p Θ{ 0.043}  BIC: 20776.37
srp (MM) Θ{ 18, 1, 0.141}  L1: 0.36
rp (MM) Θ{ 9, 0.392}  L1: 0.28
B































srp Θ{ 0, 1, 0.005 }  BIC:  166998.0
rp Θ{ 1, 0.005 }  BIC:  166988.6
p Θ{ 0.005 }  BIC:  166979.1
srp (MM)Θ{116, 1, 0.002}  L1:  1
rp (MM) Θ{ 1, 0.004}  L1:  0.33
C





















ITS2 stem 3 sequences
srp Θ{ 0, 18, 0.59}  BIC: 28843.04
rp Θ{ 18, 0.59}  BIC: 28834.47
p Θ{ 0.033}  BIC: 46592.09
srp (MM) Θ{ 28, 1, 0.113}  L1: 0.96
rp (MM) Θ{ 20, 0.653}  L1: 0.66
D
Figure 3: This Figure exhibits four different histograms, presenting the length
distribution of 232 β-sheet core regions (A), signal peptides (B), 3’-UTR se-
quences of C. elegans (C) and opening stem regions from helix 3 of ITS2
sequences of family Asteraceae (D). Each graph shows estimated parameters
by ML and MM for the macro states p, rp and srp. Further, optimal BIC and
L1 distance values are highlighted by a star. When regarding the bell shapes
of Figures A,B and D and comparing them to all three model topologies, one
can see clearly a preference for the rp macro state. Where data is less bell
shape distributed (C), the conventional HMM topology seems to perform best
in this case.
illustrates the according macro states). Results of ML and MM estimations are
highlighted in Table 2 for p - and rp macro states. Here, the preferred model
topology is marked bold. As one can see, in most cases the optimized rp macro
state is favoured by a better BIC (ML) or L1 distance (MM). In the following,
a ten-fold 90/10 cross validation on structure predictions of the p and rp macro
state was performed on an asteraceaen ITS2 data set. The log ratio between
errors made by p and rp macro states in comparison to reference structures of
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Figure 4: This HMM (right) reflects a mapping of structural regions from Cen-
taurea alba ITS2 secondary structure (left), here synonymously representing
the conserved core structure of this spacer. Opening and closing stem regions
(”Stem X.1”/”Stem X.2”), unpaired loops and inter helix regions are modelled
by different macro states. These sometimes may be skipped and were not al-
ways present in the training data set of Asteraceae. All states except first and
second loop states are self-transitive. This guarantees loops with a length of
at least three nucleotides.
the ITS2 database are visualized in Figure 5. Here, one can clearly see the im-
proved accuracy of the rp macro state resulting from the HMM optimization.
However, also some (blue) regions exist where the estimator favoured a model
which turned out to be rather suboptimal. The significance of this topology
optimization was further documented by a Wilcoxon rank sum test - proving
a significant error reduction averaged over all cross fold estimations of 34,25%
for the rp model. Here, all ten p-values were very significant and smaller than
2.26× 10−4.
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Start (2, 0.62) 1.37 1.20 (1, 0.24) 14866.57 14875.33
Stem 1.1 (19, 0.89) 2.00 0.80 (19, 0.88) 26262.90 11962.26
Loop 1.3 (2, 0.87) 1.14 1.14 (1, 0.46) 9694.14 9702.91
Stem 1.2 (22, 0.93) 2.00 1.13 (21, 0.90) 26598.26 11159.77
Z1 (2, 0.87) 1.25 1.29 (1, 0.38) 11304.23 11313.00
Stem 2.1 (13, 0.98) 2.00 0.78 (13, 0.98) 22871.83 4286.04
Loop 2.3 (1, 0.75) 0.49 0.49 (1, 0.68) 5893.03 5901.80
Stem 2.2 (13, 0.98) 2.00 0.78 (13, 0.98) 22872.92 4303.24
Z2 (4, 0.88) 1.81 0.96 (3, 0.69) 15138.06 9136.57
Stem 3.1 (38, 0.99) 2.00 0.95 (37, 0.97) 29828.17 7933.07
Loop 3.3 (3, 1.00) 1.59 0.59 (2, 0.66) 12310.04 7853.56
Stem 3.2 (43, 0.96) 2.00 0.77 (43, 0.95) 30942.04 11300.02
Z3 (11, 0.91) 1.93 1.14 (9, 0.77) 22013.25 11110.74
Stem 4.1 (8, 0.92) 2.00 1.03 (8, 0.95) 19777.04 5853.66
Loop 4.3 (2, 1.00) 1.79 0.36 (1, 0.50) 8939.28 8948.05
Stem 4.2 (8, 0.93) 2.00 1.11 (8, 0.96) 19726.27 5433.01
Stop (4, 0.79) 1.50 1.07 (3, 0.59) 16245.67 11259.91
Table 2: This Table illustrates different macro states of an HMM modelling
ITS2 secondary structure together with corresponding ML and MM parameter
estimates. In addition, BIC and L1 distance represent optimal model choice
and best values are marked bold. One can clearly see a favour for the rp macro
state topology which models, inter alia, bell-shaped length distributions.
3.4 Discussion
In this section, three HMM topologies were introduced modelling different
length distributions. The first method, the p macro state equals to a conven-
tional self transitional HMM state emitting geometrically distributed sequence
lengths. The final optimized srp macro state is not only capable of modelling
geometrically distributed data but also models bell-shaped negative binomial
length distributions even in a shifted form. This allows to describe and model




























































































































































Figure 5: This heat map illustrates structural regions resulting from a ten fold
cross validation test between p and rp macro states, modelling ITS2 secondary
structure from Asteraceae. Here, the log error ratio of p and rp macro states
in comparison to a high quality reference structure from the ITS2 database
is highlighted in different colors. Reddish marked fields indicate a better,
less error-prone modelling of the rp macro state, while blueish fields mark
structural positions where a simple p macro state topology returned more
accurate predictions.
or training algorithms have to be made, as this optimization changes just the
HMMs topology - thus can be integrated into present applications with a mini-
mum effort. To receive optimal model parameters, two estimators, the method
of moments and the maximum likelihood method were derived. The latter is
known to be asymptotically efficient, however sometimes is still very time con-
suming. In contrast to ML, the method of moments is able to provide all
estimates in a relatively quick time.
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To underline the performance of topology optimizations, applications on artifi-
cial data (not shown) as well as on biological examples were evaluated. Figure
3 points out the relevance to actual data by providing several biological ex-
amples implicating a bell-shaped length distribution from current databases.
The further reviewed/examined novel method for secondary structure predic-
tion from ITS2 sequences revealed a statistically very significant performance
gain when modelling structure by an optimized HMM topology. Although
this method does not provide valid base pairings at the moment, it could be
further augmented to a level of support vector machines for stochastic context-
free grammars which might be capable of retaining base pairings by emitting
both binding nucleotides of a helix within one atomic step.
In conclusion, this method allows an easy design of new, as well as adaptation
of current established HMM topologies by providing two estimators which
fit the HMM topology to the underlying length distribution of data. Bilmes
(2004) even describes bimodal HMM topologies which leaves room for more




Having the necessary requirements to annotate and predict a structure, the
next steps in a sequence-structure based phylogeny are the alignment and
the tree reconstruction. A set of tools was developed that deals already with
sequence-structure based alignments (Seibel et al., 2006, 2008; Bauer et al.,
2007; Siebert and Backofen, 2005), however different alphabets are imaginable
for this task. For the reconstruction of phylogenetic trees instead, only one
distance based tree inference method (ProfDistS) (Wolf et al., 2008) is cur-
rently able to handle sequence-structure data. In the following, an R-package
(treeforge) was created which provides Neighbour Joining (Saitou and Nei,
1987; Gascuel, 1997), Maximum Parsimony (Camin and Sokal, 1965) and Max-
imum Likelihood (Felsenstein, 1981, 1985, 2004) tree reconstruction on four
different sequence-structure alphabets. Further, different substitution models
like jukes cantor (Jukes and Cantor, 1969), GTR (Tavare´, 1986) - as well as a
marker specific ITS2 model (Mu¨ller et al., 2002; Wolf et al., 2005a) are avail-
able. To cope with the newly developed sequence-structure alphabets, new
scoring matrices were evaluated and integrated into treeforge, resulting in a
rapid prototyping R-package for phylogenetic analysis.
4.2 Tree inference with the R-package treeforge
The treeforge R package enables a user to align sequence and sequence-structure
data in FASTA (Ncbi, 2007) or xFASTA (xFASTA enhances FASTA by an ad-
ditional line containing structure information in bracket dot bracket notation
below a sequence) format either with the alignment algorithm of ClustalW2
(Thompson et al., 1994; Larkin et al., 2007) or MUSCLE (Edgar, 2004a,b).
Additionally, a various number of different sequence-structure coding alpha-
bets (Chapter 4.2.1) are available. For phylogenetic tree reconstruction, the
following three methods are implemented and available for all types of alpha-
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bets: Maximum Parsimony, Neighbour-Joining using the BIONJ algorithm
(Gascuel, 1997) and Maximum Likelihood. For these methods, different sub-
stitution models are available. Finally, trees can easily be visualized or ex-
ported to standard Newick format (Felsenstein et al., 1986). The R-package,
including a vignette explaining the basic usage of the package is available on
CD with this dissertation.
4.2.1 Sequence-structure coding alphabets
Four different alphabets to model sequence or sequence-structure data were
defined. The alphabet ’DNA’ merely codes the four base nucleotides A,C,G,T.
Any other IUPAC characters are translated into the ambiguity character N,
except U - which also codes for T. DNA is the only alphabet that doesn’t
contain any structure information.
’RNA10’ is the most sparse alphabet containing sequence and structure in-
formation together. It codes the four base nucleotides A,C,G,T in combination
with an unpaired structure, plus the structural bonds between A ↔ T T ↔
A, C ↔ G G ↔ C and G ↔ T T ↔ G. Additionally, Uracil and other IUPAC
characters are handled equivalently to the DNA alphabet.
An alphabet that doesn’t consider horizontal dependencies between struc-
tural bonds is ’RNA12’. Here, each of the four base nucleotides A,C,G,T is
coupled with one of the three structural conformations ’.’,’(’ and ’)’. This
results in 12 base substitution plus some additional ones for Uracil and the
other less specific IUPAC characters. This alphabet is best evaluated and
implemented in the standalone software 4SALE (Seibel et al., 2006, 2008),
ProfDistS (Wolf et al., 2008) and the ITS2 workbench.
’RNA16’ is the alphabet containing most, even though redundant infor-
mation and was first described by Smith et al. (2004). Similar to ’RNA10’,
horizontal dependencies between structural bonds are encoded. In addition
to ’RNA10’, here each side of a bond is coded by a different character. This
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results in the four unpaired structural base substitutions A,C,G,T plus the six
ones from ’RNA10’ - A ↔ T T ↔ A, C ↔ G G ↔ C and G ↔ T T ↔ G -
each one coded twice for the 3’ and the 5’ side of a secondary structure. Ad-
ditionally, further IUPAC characters as well as Uracil are treated equivalently
to the other alphabets.
4.2.2 Substitution models for phylogenetic reconstructions
For each phylogenetic tree reconstruction method, different evolutionary mod-
els are available. These models specify different substitution rates for alphabet






piQ = 0 (4.2)
piiqij = pijqji (4.3)
with pi = {pi1 . . . pin} representing the stationary distribution of the alphabet.
The Jukes Cantor (JC) rate matrix is one of the simplest substitution
models and assumes an equal appearance of nucleotides as well as an equal
distribution of nucleotide mutations (Jukes and Cantor, 1969). Thus, a rate
matrix describing the rate qij which is a point mutation from character i into
character j can be easily described by:
Q =





λ . . . −(n− 1)λ
 (4.4)
Only one free parameter λ controls the overall substitution rate. When cali-




piiQii = −(n− 1)λ (4.5)
⇒ λ = 1
(n− 1)100 . (4.6)
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JC relies on a symmetric substitution matrix and thus is time reversible. In
more detail, a mutation from A → T occurs with the same rate as a mutation
from T → A.
A distance based on this model is described by






where p is the proportion of sites with different characters. In addition to
an uncorrected hamming distance matrix, Juces Cantor also regards silent
(synonymous A → T → A) mutations in his correction model.
ITS2 is a substitution model which is explicitly based on the according
marker (Mu¨ller et al., 2002; Wolf et al., 2005a). Thus, distributions for base
pair mutations and nucleotide occurrences were pre-calculated on a set of re-
liable ITS2 sequences.
GTR, the General Time Reversible model similar to JC assumes a symmetric
substitution matrix and thus is called time reversible (Tavare´, 1986). It is the
most general model possible and in contrast to JC, here, the rate between
different substitution pairs, as well as the nucleotide frequencies can vary.
Exemplary, Q is shown for a four character alphabet
Q =



























Due to the large number of free parameters (in this case four base frequencies
and six substitution rates except one substitution which serves as normaliza-
tion constant for the others and is equal to one), a PAM (Percent of Accepted
Mutations) distance and parameters of the GTR model are typically calculated
by a maximum likelihood approach.
In addition to JC, ITS2 and GTR, for the maximum likelihood tree calcula-
tion, a more advanced JC IG, ITS2 IG and GTR IG substitution model also
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allows to model invariable sites (I) and rate heterogeneity of the substitution
process (G) by allowing up to four different speeds of mutation rates.
Finally, bootstrap support is available for all of the methods and models.
4.3 Calculating evolutionary rates and scoring sequences
A score matrix is used to score the similarity of two nucleotides, amino acids,
proteins or encoded sequence-structure tuples and is applied in programs for
sequence alignment or BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997, 1990), etc.. It goes back
to the calculations by Dayhoff et al. (1978), which first defined a scoring ma-
trix for amino acid similarities and the work of Henikoff and Henikoff (1992)
and the BLOSUM62 matrix. Typically, the main diagonal - scoring identical
characters gets a positive, other diagonals a more negative score (exemplary,
the tuple ’A.’↔ ’A(’ should be scored higher than ’A.’↔ ’T(’). A very simple
score matrix is the identity matrix, scoring equal positions with 1, others with
0.
But as nucleotides and evolutionary rates are not equally distributed in nature,
Mu¨ller et al. (2002); Wolf et al. (2005a) have developed a specific score matrix
specifically for the marker ITS2. In this study, the method was further applied
on the newly developed alphabets ’RNA10’ and ’RNA16’, and reimplemented
for the old alphabets ’RNA12’ and ’DNA’.
The whole process was repeated iteratively, meaning a first calculated score-
matrix served as input for new alignments in the next iteration until
|Soldij − Snewij | < . (4.9)
Gap-costs were set to (0,0) according to 4SALE. The dataset was based on
400/1200 manually inspected sequences and structures of the same genus/species
taken from the CBC analysis of Mu¨ller et al. (2007).
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Detailed estimation process:
              ⋯ 
MSSA 
Distance matrix 
Neighbor Joining tree Relative rate matrix EMP 
Stationary distribution 
п = (пN ,пQ ,пH ,⋯,пL) 
Seq1            Seq2             Seq3             Seqn 
𝑅𝑚,𝑚 =
0 𝑟(𝑁→𝑄) 𝑟(𝑁→𝐻) ⋯ 𝑟(𝑁→𝐿)
𝑟(𝑄→𝑁) 0 𝑟(𝑄→𝐻) ⋯ 𝑟(𝑄→𝐿)
𝑟(𝐻→𝑁) 𝑟(𝐻→𝑄) 0 ⋯ 𝑟(𝐻→𝐿)
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑟(𝐿→𝑁) 𝑟(𝐿→𝑄) 𝑟(𝐿→𝐻) ⋯ 0  
𝑆𝑆𝑆1 | 𝑁 𝐾 𝑁 𝐷 𝐴 𝐼 𝐷 ⋯
𝑆𝑆𝑆2 | 𝑁 𝑄 𝑁 𝐷 𝐸 𝐼 𝐷 ⋯
𝑆𝑆𝑆3 | 𝑁 𝑄 𝑁 𝐷 𝐸 𝐼 𝐷 ⋯
⋮ | ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋯
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑛 | 𝑁 𝑄 𝑁 𝐷 𝐸 𝐼 𝐷 ⋯ 
𝑆𝑆𝑆1 | 𝑁 𝐾 𝑁 𝐷 𝐴 𝐼 𝐷 ⋯
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
𝑆𝑆𝑆2 | 𝑁 𝑄 𝑁 𝐷 𝐸 𝐼 𝐷 ⋯
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
𝑆𝑆𝑆3 | 𝑁 𝑄 𝑁 𝐷 𝐸 𝐼 𝐷 ⋯
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
⋮ | ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋯
↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑛 | 𝑁 𝑄 𝑁 𝐷 𝐸 𝐼 𝐷 ⋯
 
𝐷𝑛,𝑛 =
0 𝑑𝑆𝑆𝑆1,𝑆𝑆𝑆2 𝑑𝑆𝑆𝑆1,𝑆𝑆𝑆3 ⋯ 𝑑𝑆𝑆𝑆1,𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑛
𝑑𝑆𝑆𝑆2,𝑆𝑆𝑆1 0 𝑑𝑆𝑆𝑆2,𝑆𝑆𝑆3 ⋯ 𝑑𝑆𝑆𝑆2,𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑛
𝑑𝑆𝑆𝑆3,𝑆𝑆𝑆1 𝑑𝑆𝑆𝑆3,𝑆𝑆𝑆2 0 ⋯ 𝑑𝑆𝑆𝑆3,𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑛
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑑𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑛,𝑆𝑆𝑆1 𝑑𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑛,𝑆𝑆𝑆2 𝑑𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑛,𝑆𝑆𝑆3 ⋯ 0
 
MSSA 
𝑆𝑆𝑆1 | 𝑁 𝐾 𝑁 𝐷 𝐴 𝐼 𝐷 ⋯
𝑆𝑆𝑆2 | 𝑁 𝑄 𝑁 𝐷 𝐸 𝐼 𝐷 ⋯
𝑆𝑆𝑆3 | 𝑁 𝑄 𝑁 𝐷 𝐸 𝐼 𝐷 ⋯
⋮ | ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋯
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑛 | 𝑁 𝑄 𝑁 𝐷 𝐸 𝐼 𝐷 ⋯ 
Score matrix 
𝑆𝑚,𝑚 =
𝑠(𝑁→𝑁) 𝑠(𝑁→𝑄) 𝑠(𝑁→𝐻) ⋯ 𝑠(𝑁→𝐿)
𝑠(𝑄→𝑁) 𝑠(𝑄→𝑄) 𝑠(𝑄→𝐻) ⋯ 𝑠(𝑄→𝐿)
𝑠(𝐻→𝑁) 𝑠(𝐻→𝑄) 𝑠(𝐻→𝐻) ⋯ 𝑠(𝐻→𝐿)
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑠(𝐿→𝑁) 𝑠(𝐿→𝑄) 𝑠(𝐿→𝐻) ⋯ 𝑠(𝐿→𝐿)
 
Figure 6: Estimation of a score matrix based on an evolutionary markov pro-
cess. From a multiple sequence-structure alignment, a distance matrix and
neighbour joining tree are calculated. This tree together with the alignment
serves as input for calculating an EMP. The EMP models point mutations in a
column of the alignment and uses the tree distances for time calibration. From
this EMP, a stationary distribution of the alphabet, as well as the relative rate
matrix are derived. They are prerequisites for the score matrix calculation.
 The estimation starts with the generation of Multiple Sequence-Structure
Algnments (MSSAs) for the species and genus datasets with a specific
alphabet. For these alignments, the identity matrix or a known matrix
from literature is suitable.
 After the alignment, a distance matrix for each sequence tupel is cal-
culated by counting and normalizing the differences in both sequences.
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From this matrix, a Neighbour Joining tree is calculated easily.
 This tree, together with the MSSA is needed for modelling an Evolution-
ary Markov Process (EMP) (Dayhoff et al., 1978; Mu¨ller, 2001; Mu¨ller
and Vingron, 2000; Mu¨ller et al., 2002; Schliep, 2011) along the columns
of the alignment. The EMP allows to describe the development at one
fixed position of a sequence, influenced by point mutations under evolu-
tionary circumstances. The distance of two sequences in the tree serves
as parameter for describing the speed of one sequence mutating into
another. This further allows to calculate a rate for each possible substi-
tution by calibrating the time to one mutation at every 100 positions in
a sequence (1 PEM).
First, a transition-matrix P (t) describes the time discrete markov chain
with transitions of character i mutating into character j. Further, the
condition of the process is assumed to be ergodic, which means that
pi = piP (t). (4.10)
All outgoing transition probabilities must be positive and sum to one
∑
j
pi,j = 1 (4.11)
pij > 0. (4.12)







⇒ P (t) = etQ. (4.14)
The estimation of the EMP is implemented in the R-package ’phangorn’
by Schliep (2011).
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 With the EMP, a relative rate matrix R, which is basically similar to Q
but excludes base frequencies, and the stationary distribution finally are
the last requirements for calculating the score matrix




with M(t) = diag(pi)etQ (4.17)
S(t) is derived according to the log-odds formula by Dayhoff et al. (1978).
M(T ) is the matrix corresponding to the distribution of character substi-
tutions with t = 50 PAM. From both, genus and species datasets, only
the medians were used to build one overall genus/species relative rate
matrix and one overall genus/species base frequency distribution which
served as input for the score matrix calculation.
Finally, the score matrix is visualized in the bubble plots of Figures 40 and
41. Here, red dots indicate a positive, green dots a negative score. The size of
each bubble corresponds to the value of its absolute number. Thus, the main
diagonal axis typically scores equal positions with a positive score. Other
diagonals are scored more negatively, depending on the number of exchanges
which occurred for the specific tuples. When comparing species and genus
matrices, one might easily recognize a difference in the G-T rates for example.
This might give motivation to further analyse the differences between species
and genus specific evolutionary rates.
4.4 Reconstruction of the chlorophyceaen tree with dif-
ferent coding alphabets
Based on the newly estimated score matrices for each alphabet, a data set of
Chlorophyta, equal to Buchheim et al. (2011b) was used for phylogenetic tree
reconstruction of the chlorophyceaen class of green algae with treeforge. This
phylogeny is known to be not easy reconstructible due to several jumping clades
(Keller et al., 2008). In total, twelve trees with 100 bootstrap replicas were
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reconstructed resulting from the combination of the three methods mp phylo,
ml phylo and dist phylo and the four alphabets ’DNA’, ’RNA10’, ’RNA12’
and ’RNA16’. Gap-costs were set to (0,0) while using the model GTR IG for
the ML reconstruction, the model GTR for the BIONJ tree. The GTR IG
model resulted as the optimal choice from a model-test (AIC) between all
implemented substitution models (data not shown). The reconstruction of a





To compare the final twelve trees they were visualized by a multidimensional
scaling (MDS) plot (Figure 7). Here, the topological differences between mul-
tiple trees become visible on the two main axes x and y by calculating an
all-against-all distance matrix and transferring this information onto two axes.
A clustering on tree reconstruction methods can be clearly seen on the y-axis.
However, this method visualizes the distances between branches weighted
equally which makes it difficult to compare the main topological differences
on higher ranks. Therefore, the trees were sorted by their alliances of the
main clades which are the OCC group consisting of the orders Oedogoniales,
Chaetopeltidales and Chaetophorales, the CW group of Chlamydomonadales
and the DO group of Sphaeropleales. Additionally, two Trebouxiophyceaen
sequences (Parachlorella beijerinckii, Chlorella sorokiniana) and the outgroup
of Ulvophyceae (Acrochaete sp. 6 BER 2007, Ulva laetevirens) where included
in the dataset. In the following, the alphabet ’RNA16’ with methods ML and
BIONJ and the alphabet ’RNA10’ with method MP reconstructed a tree with
a similar topology to Buchheim et al. (2011b); Brouard et al. (2010); Turmel
et al. (2008). For example the MP tree of the alphabet ’RNA10’ is visualized
below (Figure 8).
It consists of the DO group (Sphaeropleales) and the CW group (Chlamy-
domonadales) as a monophyletic sister group with a high bootstrap support of

















Figure 7: A multidimensional scaling of the alphabets ’DNA’, ’RNA10’,
’RNA12’ and ’RNA16’ in combination with the tree reconstruction methods
MP, ML and BIONJ is visualized above. Here, similar methods cluster on the
y-axis.
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2627279|Chlamydomonas komma|method ann 3|method str 1
111073399|Chlamydomonas typica|method ann 2|method str 2
145587829|Dunaliella salina|method ann 1|method str 1
71482601|Dunaliella parva|method ann 3|method str 1
2627285|Haematococcus droebakensis|method ann 2|method str 3
62183529|Oedogonium cardiacum|method ann 1|method str 1
62183531|Bulbochaete rectangularis var. hiloensis|method ann 1|method str 2
71482662|Oedogonium nodulosum|method ann 1|method str 2
62183535|Oedogonium oblongum|method ann 1|method str 2
77176662|Oedogonium undulatum|method ann 1|method str 1
312004118|Uronema sp. CCAP 335
337263252|Uronema belkae|method ann 1|method str 2|pr|312004118
337263257|Stigeoclonium helveticum|method ann 1|method str 2|pr|312004118
337263254|Draparnaldia plumosa|method ann 1|method str 2|pr|312004118
337263259|Hormotilopsis tetravacuolaris|method ann 1|method str 2|mod|337263255
337263255|Hormotilopsis gelatinosa|method ann 1|method str 2|pr|62183524
337263253|Chaetopeltis orbicularis|method ann 1|method str 2|pr|62183524
337263258|Aphanochaete magna|method ann 1|method str 2|pr|71482662
337263256|Schizomeris leibleinii|method ann 1|method str 3|mod|337263258
207366649|Parachlorella beijerinckii|method ann 2|method str 2
207366656|Chlorella sorokiniana|method ann 2|method str 2
169930314|Sphaeroplea annulina|method ann 2|method str 2
169930318|Atractomorpha porcata|method ann 1|method str 2
169930312|Ankyra judayi|method ann 3|method str 1
59891774|Hydrodictyon africanum|method ann 5|method str 3
59891775|Hydrodictyon reticulatum|method ann 5|method str 3
59891781|Pediastrum duplex|method ann 5|method str 3
50812858|Hydrodictyon patenaeforme|method ann 1|method str 2
59891779|Pediastrum boryanum var. cornutum|method ann 5|method str 3
59891785|Sorastrum spinulosum|method ann 5|method str 3
50812878|Pediastrum braunii|method ann 1|method str 2
50812884|Stauridium tetras|method ann 1|method str 2
12055733|Scenedesmus arcuatus var. platydiscus|method ann 3|method str 2
4972016|Enallax acutiformis|method ann 3|method str 2
4972017|Scenedesmus pectinatus|method ann 3|method str 2
37727741|Scenedesmus regularis|method ann 3|method str 1
4972015|Scenedesmus raciborskii|method ann 3|method str 2
4972041|Tetradesmus wisconsinensis|method ann 3|method str 2
6625510|Scenedesmus acuminatus|method ann 1|method str 2
89515386|Scenedesmus obliquus|method ann 1|method str 2
12055731|Scenedesmus dimorphus|method ann 3|method str 2
17385571|Scenedesmus basiliensis|method ann 3|method str 2
12055736|Scenedesmus abundans|method ann 3|method str 2
12055740|Desmodesmus bicellularis|method ann 3|method str 2
159135731|Desmodesmus pleiomorphus|method ann 1|method str 2
12055748|Scenedesmus longus|method ann 3|method str 2
159135727|Desmodesmus opoliensis|method ann 1|method str 2
12055737|Scenedesmus quadricauda|method ann 3|method str 2
159135732|Desmodesmus communis|method ann 2|method str 2
138754193|Desmodesmus elegans|method ann 1|method str 2
2039270|Volvulina steinii|method ann 5|method str 3
219525733|Ulva laetevirens|method ann 5|method str 3
157695730|Acrochaete sp. 6−BER−2007|method ann 2|method str 1
2039259|Volvox dissipatrix|method ann 5|method str 3
19569569|Eudorina unicocca|method ann 3|method str 1
19569568|Eudorina elegans|method ann 2|method str 2
14091704|Pandorina morum|method ann 2|method str 2
4007511|Yamagishiella unicocca|method ann 2|method str 1
2039265|Volvox rousseletii|method ann 5|method str 3
3192578|Gonium octonarium|method ann 3|method str 1
6066290|Gonium quadratum|method ann 3|method str 1
3192594|Gonium pectorale|method ann 5|method str 3
111073402|Chlamydomonas incerta|method ann 2|method str 1
111073415|Chlamydomonas reinhardtii|method ann 2|method str 1














































































Figure 8: This tree of Chlorophyceae was calculated by maximum parsimony
on the alphabet ’RNA10’. It resolves the DO and CW group as monophyletic
sister groups with a high bootstrap support of 99. Both are further in alliance
with the OCC clade and a bootstrap support of 82. This topology has a similar
conformation to the published phylogeny of Buchheim et al. (2011b); Brouard
et al. (2010); Turmel et al. (2008).
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99. Both are in alliance with the OCC clade with a lower bootstrap support of
82. In this clade, Chaetopeltidales and Chaeotphorales are resolved as sister
group with a high bootstrap support of 98.
Similarly, the alphabet ’RNA16’ with method MP, the alphabet ’RNA10’ with
method ML, and the ’DNA’ alphabet with BIONJ algorithm reconstructed
trees resolving a slight difference to the previous reconstructed tree when
regarding the upper ranks. Here, as example the MP tree of the alphabet
’RNA16’ is represented for this group in Figure 9.
In this case, the OCC group forms a sister clade with the CW group of Chlamy-
domonadales, albeit the bootstrap support is not very robust for all three trees
at this position (79 for MP with ’RNA16’, 53 for ML with ’RNA10’ and 28
for the ’DNA’ BIONJ tree). For the method ML with alphabet ’RNA10’, the
OCC clade was resolved in congruence to the first group of trees, classifying
the order of Oedogoniales as sister group to the orders of Chaetopeltidales and
Chaetophorales, however with a low bootstrap support of 64. For the other
two methods – MP with alphabet ’RNA16’ and BIONJ with alphabet ’DNA’
these clades were resolved differently.
Similar to the topology above, the alphabet ’RNA12’ for the methods ML,
MP and BIONJ resolved trees with the OCC clade being a sister group to
the CW group of Chlamydomonadales, and both being in alliance with the
DO group of Sphaeropleales, however the group of Ankyra judayi, Sphaeroplea
annulina and Atractomorpha porcata jumps between the clades of OCC (MP,
BIONJ) and CW (ML).
The remaining methods, MP and ML with alphabet ’DNA’, as well as BIONJ
with alphabet ’RNA10’ mostly did not resolve the OCC clade as monophyletic
group. Further, all trees are available on CD with this dissertation.
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2627279|Chlamydomonas komma|method ann 3|method str 1
3192578|Gonium octonarium|method ann 3|method str 1
6066290|Gonium quadratum|method ann 3|method str 1
3192594|Gonium pectorale|method ann 5|method str 3
219525733|Ulva laetevirens|method ann 5|method str 3
157695730|Acrochaete sp. 6−BER−2007|method ann 2|method str 1
207366649|Parachlorella beijerinckii|method ann 2|method str 2
207366656|Chlorella sorokiniana|method ann 2|method str 2
169930314|Sphaeroplea annulina|method ann 2|method str 2
169930318|Atractomorpha porcata|method ann 1|method str 2
169930312|Ankyra judayi|method ann 3|method str 1
59891774|Hydrodictyon africanum|method ann 5|method str 3
59891775|Hydrodictyon reticulatum|method ann 5|method str 3
50812858|Hydrodictyon patenaeforme|method ann 1|method str 2
59891781|Pediastrum duplex|method ann 5|method str 3
59891779|Pediastrum boryanum var. cornutum|method ann 5|method str 3
59891785|Sorastrum spinulosum|method ann 5|method str 3
50812878|Pediastrum braunii|method ann 1|method str 2
50812884|Stauridium tetras|method ann 1|method str 2
12055733|Scenedesmus arcuatus var. platydiscus|method ann 3|method str 2
138754193|Desmodesmus elegans|method ann 1|method str 2
12055736|Scenedesmus abundans|method ann 3|method str 2
159135731|Desmodesmus pleiomorphus|method ann 1|method str 2
12055740|Desmodesmus bicellularis|method ann 3|method str 2
12055748|Scenedesmus longus|method ann 3|method str 2
159135727|Desmodesmus opoliensis|method ann 1|method str 2
12055737|Scenedesmus quadricauda|method ann 3|method str 2
159135732|Desmodesmus communis|method ann 2|method str 2
4972015|Scenedesmus raciborskii|method ann 3|method str 2
6625510|Scenedesmus acuminatus|method ann 1|method str 2
89515386|Scenedesmus obliquus|method ann 1|method str 2
12055731|Scenedesmus dimorphus|method ann 3|method str 2
17385571|Scenedesmus basiliensis|method ann 3|method str 2
4972041|Tetradesmus wisconsinensis|method ann 3|method str 2
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37727741|Scenedesmus regularis|method ann 3|method str 1
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337263255|Hormotilopsis gelatinosa|method ann 1|method str 2|pr|62183524
337263253|Chaetopeltis orbicularis|method ann 1|method str 2|pr|62183524
337263258|Aphanochaete magna|method ann 1|method str 2|pr|71482662
337263256|Schizomeris leibleinii|method ann 1|method str 3|mod|337263258
71482662|Oedogonium nodulosum|method ann 1|method str 2
62183535|Oedogonium oblongum|method ann 1|method str 2
77176662|Oedogonium undulatum|method ann 1|method str 1
62183531|Bulbochaete rectangularis var. hiloensis|method ann 1|method str 2
62183529|Oedogonium cardiacum|method ann 1|method str 1
312004118|Uronema sp. CCAP 335
337263252|Uronema belkae|method ann 1|method str 2|pr|312004118
337263257|Stigeoclonium helveticum|method ann 1|method str 2|pr|312004118
337263254|Draparnaldia plumosa|method ann 1|method str 2|pr|312004118
145587829|Dunaliella salina|method ann 1|method str 1
71482601|Dunaliella parva|method ann 3|method str 1
2627285|Haematococcus droebakensis|method ann 2|method str 3
19569569|Eudorina unicocca|method ann 3|method str 1
19569568|Eudorina elegans|method ann 2|method str 2
14091704|Pandorina morum|method ann 2|method str 2
4007511|Yamagishiella unicocca|method ann 2|method str 1
2039259|Volvox dissipatrix|method ann 5|method str 3
2039270|Volvulina steinii|method ann 5|method str 3
2039265|Volvox rousseletii|method ann 5|method str 3
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111073415|Chlamydomonas reinhardtii|method ann 2|method str 1













































































Figure 9: This tree of chlorophyceae was calculated by maximum parsimony
on the alphabet ’RNA16’. In contrast to Figure 8, here the CW clade forms
a sister group to the OCC clade, albeit with a lower bootstrap support of 77.
Both are then allied to the DO group with a bootstrap support of 79.
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4.5 Discussion
Compared to Buchheim et al. (2011b); Brouard et al. (2010); Turmel et al.
(2008), the alphabets ’RNA10’ and ’RNA16’ in most cases reconstructed plau-
sible trees, partially with only small differences and sometimes even better
bootstrap support. However, Buchheim et al. (2011b) reconstructed his trees’
topology based on the alphabet ’RNA12’, which provided a few more topo-
logical differences here. This might be due to the absence of hand-crafted
optimizations in the alignment, or the mixture of directly folded and homol-
ogy modelled structures, which was needed for a full automation during this
study. Interestingly, ’RNA10’ and ’RNA16’ resolved this tree topology with-
out manual artefact corrections. This suggests a smaller sensitivity to artefacts
when using these alphabets, which mainly differ from ’RNA12’ by the addi-
tional coding of the horizontal dependencies between structural bonds. But, as
this is the first evaluation of both alphabets and even performed on a compli-
cated dataset, one should further evaluate these alphabets on a more certain
phylogeny or simulated data to confirm their performance in comparison to
’RNA12’ or ’DNA’. A differentiation based on treeing methods, which was
first proposed in Figure 7, doesn’t seem to influence the higher ranks. These
are still uncertain in literature and hard to resolve in a robust way. However, a
more detailed analysis of the phylum Chlorophyta is given in Chapter 8. The
new scoring and rate matrices were explicitly calculated separately for species
and genus based alignments. Although just the latter ones were included into
treeforge, one might use the matrices of both types in future analysis to detect
discrepancies between the evolutionary rates in species and genus. Finally,
this handy package covers all important treeing methods including a large va-
riety of models, together with the major aligning algorithms. It comes with
four different sequence-structure alphabets, leaving room for a large variety of
further analysis on sequence and secondary structure.
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5 Generating ITS2 sequence-structure data
5.1 Introduction
With sequence annotation, secondary structure prediction, alignment and tree
reconstruction methods, now the algorithmic framework is complete to run
a full phylogenetic sequence-structure analysis. Nevertheless, nucleotide se-
quences are stored in large sequence databases like GenBank (Benson et al.,
2011). GenBank updates and shares sequence data with other international
collaborating databases like EMBL (Kulikova et al., 2007) or DDBJ (Tateno
et al., 2002). Although ITS2 sequences are partially annotated here, this in-
formation is not as accurate as needed for a precise secondary structure pre-
diction. Some annotations include imprecise location descriptors, like ”in be-
tween”, ”before” or ”uncertain” in GenBank data files. These were ignored by
previous database versions (Schultz et al., 2006; Selig et al., 2008), which ran
a less accurate BLAST based annotation approach. Therefore, a new pipeline
was developed generating a larger quantity of reliable sequence-structure data
(Koetschan et al., 2010). This is based on ideas of the previous versions of
the ITS2 database with about 110,000 structures. However, the new work-
flow incorporates HMM-based sequence annotation, includes more databases,
performs an iterative homology modelling process and makes use of several
smaller additions and speed improvements which result currently in about
380,000 sequences in total including 288,000 structure predictions.
5.2 Database creation and taxonomic tree storage (A)
The basic workflow of the pipeline is visualized in Figure 10. It starts with
the creation of an emtpy ITS2 database according to the database schema in
Figure 16. For storing taxonomic information, e.g. a representation of the
taxonomic tree of life, the database contains the table ’taxons’. This is filled
by obtaining data from the NCBI taxonomy database (Federhen, 2011). The
taxonomy database is a curated set of names and classifications which are
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available per FTP download and updated every two hours. To store the tree,
a data structure in form of a nested set is used.
5.3 Sequence download and indexing (B)
The acquisition of sequence data is visualized in part B of Figure 10. Genbank
holds a set of sub-databases which are available per FTP download. Searching







gbsts Sequence tagged sites
gbuna Unannotated
gbvrt Other vertebrates
nc Complete genomic molecules including genomes, chromosomes, organelles, plasmids
daily Daily updates, unsorted
Table 3: This partial overview of GenBank sub-databases includes all that are
used in Figure 10 B for sequence download. Additionally, daily sequences are
added to this data set as well.
In a next step these sequences in form of GenBank flat files are indexed. This
is necessary as the download contains several 100,000 zipped GenBank files
which are piped into one big datafile containing several hundred GB. While
downloading this data, its length, GI and offset are simultaneously stored in the
database (table ’gb indexes’). By additionally indexing the ’gi’ column of the
PostgreSQL table, this method allows to find and read a complete GenBank
entry from such a large data file just within milliseconds.
Subsequently, files are prepared for HMM annotation. By making use of the
index, GenBank flat files are read and further parsed. For this purpose, a new
GenBank parser was developed. Compared to the BioPerl toolkit (Stajich
et al., 2002), it allows the extraction of relevant information in about 1/3rd
of the time. Finally, sequences are stored in split FASTA formatted files in
preparation of the HMM annotation. For a Hidden Markov Model based de-
























































































Figure 10: Flowchart explaining data generation of ITS2 sequences and sec-
ondary structures. First, the database is filled with a taxonomic tree (A). In
the next step, sequences are retrieved from Genbank and indexed for further
processing (B). Afterwards, HMM annotation and secondary structure predic-
tion are the crucial steps in the workflow (C,D). Finally, partial structures are
predicted (E).
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tection, the flanking regions of the ITS2 are indispensable. Hence, available
5.8S and 28S strands are added to the ITS2, if its annotation is imprecise (a







Table 4: This Table lists all possible values that an annotated sequence might
contain in GenBank data files. Additionally, a short example is given on the
right.
Beside the download of GenBank databases, a file download based on a marker
specific search terms is performed additionally, targeting the complete nu-
cleotide database of NCBI. In the following Table 5 a list of specific search
terms is given. For future database versions, which might not only incorporate
the marker ITS2, the search is performed for all subunits of the rRNA cistron.
internal+transcribed+spacer
ITS1 ITS+1 internal+transcribed+spacer+1 ITS-1 ITS 1
ITS2 ITS+2 internal+transcribed+spacer+2 ITS-2 ITS 2
5.8S 5.8+S 5.8-S 5.8 S
28S 28+S 28-S 28 S
Table 5: Marker specific search terms used for NCBI query against the nu-
cleotide database.
Once a list containing GIs is retrieved from the NCBI search, a match to the
index is performed. Only files which are not indexed yet are fully downloaded
afterwards and written to the ITS2 database. Here, it should be mentioned
that it may be quite possible that same features with same GI but different
annotation become added to the database during the whole precess.
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5.4 HMM annotation (C)
Having downloaded all necessary sequence information, now profile HMM
databases need to be generated. These rely on manually curated sets of
5.8S and 28S bordering regions of the ITS2 with a length of 25 nucleotides
from Keller et al. (2009). Both form a very conserved hybridizing stem with
typically two free nucleotides. Sequence sets are available for ’Eukaryota’,
’Diptera’, ’Viridiplantae’, ’Fungi’ and ’Metazoa’. Based on those and their
reverse complements, in total ten HMMs are created for usage in HMMER2
(Eddy, 1998).
Applied on the split FASTA sequences, all hits are evaluated and sequences are
sorted into three bins of ’GenBank’ only, ’Mixed’ or fully ’HMM’ annotated.
Here we trust in particular HMM annotated hits and prefer them before a
mixed or GenBank annotation. During evaluation, the ITS2 from all scoring
combinations is extracted and folded. If the resulting structure proves to be a
valid ITS2, it is tagged. From all tagged foldings, the HMM annotated ones
with lowest energy are again preferred before mixed or GenBank annotations.
This seemingly complicated process ensures that a maximum of fold features
is retrieved in the next step.
5.5 Secondary structure prediction (D)
After annotation, all sequences with preference for HMM, then mixed and fi-
nally Genbank annotation are loaded from the database and folded via Unafold
(Markham and Zuker, 2008) by energy minimization. This resulted in about
100,000 directly folded structures during the last database updates. Based on
the folded sequences, structures are iteratively homology modelled (Wolf et al.,
2005a) until the number of unfolded sequences remains constant. Here, some
constraints have to be set to retain a certain level of quality:
 All four helices must be modelled with at least 75% of transfer for each
helix.
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 The overall length must not be shorter than in the 0.1 % quantile of
directly folded sequences.
 The length of unpaired sequence ends must not be shorter than in the
99.0 % quantile.
 The number of N-characters contained in a sequence must not be larger
than in the 99.9 % quantile.
The process of homology modelling (Wolf et al., 2005a; Selig et al., 2008) is
explained by a small example in Figure 11. It starts with two sequences where
only one secondary structure is known. As the term homology suggests, the
sequences are aligned first, to visualize homologue positions. These are marked
in light green (Figure 11). Based on those conforming columns, the structure
is transferred from the template. However, there might appear the case that
structural bonds (’(’ or ’)’) occur at positions where template and target nu-
cleotides differ (Figure 11 blue or red marked positions). In this circumstance,
structure is transferred only if the corresponding target nucleotides can form
a valid base-pairing (blueish marked positions). All other/uncertain positions
become unpaired (’.’). This results in a transfer of 20 brackets target
24 brackets template
100 = 83, 33
% for the first helix. Finally, a post-folding process closes remaining bulges –
resulting from the gaps, as example (not illustrated in the Figure).
















Figure 11: This Figure illustrates the homology modelling (Wolf et al., 2005a)
process of the first helix between the template Chlamydomonas reinhardtii and
the target sequence Chlamydomonas petasus. Green columns indicate homo-
logue positions where structure information is transferred directly. Blueish
columns allow a structure transfer, however nucleotides between template and
target sequence are not equal here. Red and black positions mark columns
where no structural transfer is possible.
Notice: Target sequences which obtained a homology modelled structure may
become re-annotated by the templates if their annotation method is HMM on
that side, and the target sequences’ method is not.
5.6 Partial structure prediction (E)
Partial structures are mainly classified in types. The first type is yielded
from a BLAST-based annotation. This annotation method performs a tar-
get sequence-based BLAST search against all fold structures already in the
database. The best hit then serves as template for homology modelling. As
BLAST is only a ”local alignment” search tool, this annotation method is not
very reliable. Hence, this type of structures is classified as partial structure,
although it might contain four helical regions. The second type are structures
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remaining from yet unfolded sequences where only two concatenated helices
could be transferred with at least 75 % per helix. These are typically missing
larger fragments of the ITS2 and should not be included into standard phy-
logenetic analyses. They might be useful for studies on specific helices only,
however should be handled with special care.
Having completed this task, the database is nearly ready for use. By running
the internal PostgreSQL function ’makeproductionready()’ (Table 7) some fi-
nal clean-ups are performed, e.g. the deletion of additional markers which were
already integrated for future database versions, the pre-calculation of struc-
ture counts for each taxonomic rank or the deletion of redundantly annotated
features using the previously explained priority rules.
5.7 General overview of files and folders
The database generation follows a set of Perl and bash scripts which are located
under ’rRNA DB/db/trunk’ and follow the sketch visualized in Figure 10. The
’generate.pl’ – directly located in this directory basically calls numbered scripts
placed in the ’scripts’ directory. A more detailed overview of folders and scripts
is given in the appendix (Chapter 15.L, 15.M).
5.8 Discussion
In this study, two main objectives were faced: (i) a larger number of secondary
structures, and (ii) a better quality of annotations leading to more accurate
structure predictions. As sequence databases grow daily, there is a natural
increase within each update. However, with the ability to annotate sequences
by ourselves, we do not have to rely just on search terms and fault-prone
sequence tags any more. This achievement enabled the inclusion of a large set
of relevant sequence databases which can be scanned using HMMs. Of course,
HMMs also do not cover a 100 % rate of detections, thus the NCBI search is
still present in the pipeline.
Next, the topic of secondary structure prediction was addressed. We want to
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rely on state-of-the-art folding algorithms like energy minimization, which is
close to the ITS2’s chemical folding process. Therefore, the folding algorithm
itself was left unchanged. However, one could further enhance the homology
modelling step. Having predicted new secondary structures in one iteration,
these could serve as templates for further iterations as well. It turned out that
this procedure must be controlled very strictly to avoid reduction of sequence
lengths with increasing number of iterations. Now, the majority of structures
are modelled in the first 3 rounds.
The improved prediction quality of structures mainly originates from the ac-
curacy of the new HMM-based annotation approach. By allowing also mixed
annotations for sequences where a flanking region is cut or unpredictable by the
HMM, we gain the maximum performance out of this method and could sig-
nificantly increase the number of direct folds. However, one can argue whether
direct folds lead to better phylogenetic predictions compared to homology mod-
elled structures. It seems that the answer to this question is data-dependent
and must be addressed in each case individually, even tough ”homology mod-
elling tends to dampen the influence of artefacts (...) and thus yields more
robust tree topologies” (Markert et al., 2012). Finally, our database is a cen-
tral place to go when working on ITS2-based phylogenetics, and so far the only
database that incorporates secondary structure predictions for this marker.
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6 Technical implementation of the ITS2 work-
bench and the ITS2 database
6.1 Introduction
Having now tools available for ITS2 annotation, a large database of already
predicted ITS2 sequences with their secondary structures as well as the al-
gorithms to calculate a sequence-structure based phylogeny, the last missing
part is an environment for making this pipeline available to the public in a
simple and intuitive way. Where first only stand-alone software was able to
deal with secondary structure, and a user had to manually download data from
the ITS2 database, import and export it into and from several tools, today the
ITS2 workbench provides a self-contained working suite, online and easy to
use. To implement such high usability, a complete redesign of the outmoded
CGI scripts had to take place. The ITS2 workbench is now equipped with the
Perl based web development framework Catalyst which runs on a stand-alone
Apache web server in combination with a PostgreSQL database server and
handles requests from a modern JavaScript frontend.
6.2 The frontend of the ITS2 workbench
The frontend itself was developed using the JavaScript Framework ExtJS in
combination with HTML and CSS. JavaScript is a scripting language which is
applied on the client side, mainly implemented in web browsers and was used in
the beginning for updating DOM structures inside an HTML document or for
showing simple user notifications. It allows an object orientated, imperative as
well as functional programming style. During the last 6 years, JavaScript has
developed from its shadowy existence into a prominent programming language
for interactive website design and stands side by side with the modern terms
of Web 2.0 and Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX).
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6.2.1 AJAX and XHR with Web 2.0
The basic concept behind AJAX is an additional AJAX-engine (Figure 12
bottom) between client and server. This engine is typically based on JavaScript
and becomes initialized when the pages loads for the first time. The engine
itself cares about page rendering as well as interactive communication with a
server. Compared to the classical web application model (Figure 12 top), this
has a major advantage:
A user initiating an event by performing a mouse-click for example, does not
generate an HTTP-request that loads a complete website again (which would
require the user to just wait), but instead triggers the AJAX-engine to load
only necessary parts from the server. While data transmission takes place,
the AJAX-engine is fully operational and could render further information on
the website, start another data transmission or response to a different user
interaction.
Further positive side-effects are a reduced traffic overhead, thus a faster re-
sponse from the server and a more elegant programming style which brings
the website one step closer to a desktop-like environment but on the Web.
This development initiated a race in speed optimization (e.g. DOM inserts) of
JavaScript engines between the major browser manufactures, and further led
to a battle in the development of JavaScript frameworks. These orientated on
desktop GUIs, which resulted in the implementation of typical design styles
like layout-containers, panels, event handlers or even drawing-suites.
6.2.2 The ExtJS JavaScript framework
In the following, a short description of open source JS frameworks, available
in 2009 is given (Table 6), where finally ExtJS was chosen for implementing
the ITS2 workbench.
ExtJS provides the functionality to extend from objects, which are typically
based on the class ’Component’. This class supports automated creation,
rendering and destruction of objects. Using the ’ComponentManager’, one
can easily access a component by its ’id’-property. A ’Container’ class directly
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Figure 12: The classical web application model on the top clearly visualizes
the time passing until a server responds with data transmission after a user in-
teraction (typically a page click) took place. When regarding the AJAX model
on the bottom, the time of a server response can be reduced by eliminating
redundant traffic. Further, the rendering of some components can already take
place before a data transfer from the server is completed.
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Dojo toolkit several widgets; less organized, documented, structured
jQuery very good concept; focussed on events and animation
Prototype &
Scriptaculous focus on animations; no GUI options
Yahoo / YUI GUI elements and animation; weak documentation
ExtJS Very rich GUI; animations and clear API documentation
Table 6: Short overview of major public licensed JavaScript frameworks avail-
able in 2009.
extended from ’Component’ supports the possibility to add items using the
’items’-property. By applying this concept to different layouts, components
can be nested easily.
An alternative way of placing a component however, is to render it directly into
a DOM element. When specifying the property ’renderTo’ this task is executed
automatically by ExtJS on component initialization. A simple example shows
this concept for the ”Cited by” page of the workbench by using a panel in


















These lines create a panel, render it to the div-element with the id ’myCita-
tions’ and automatically invoke an XHR request to the ’ttvis’ controller (Figure
13). Data content (the citations) is finally delivered from the server after a few
milliseconds. Typically, POST requests are created that enable the transfer
of variables as message content. The controller ’ttvis’ is explained later in the
appendix, Table 17.
Figure 13: Visualisation of a data request (XHR) in Google Chrome, initiated
by ExtJS. The server’s response is received after a few milliseconds.
However, data received from XHR requests must not always be rendered on a
website immediately. Therefore, ExtJS provides a substantial element inside
its framework: The ’Store’ class which is integrated into several components. A
’store’ allows to collect data in records, to filter and to modify them. Typically,
components e.g. grids load data into a store and display them in specific
columns or formats. To exchange data with the ’store’, a specific encoding
must be applied. This is implemented by different data readers/writers that
handle, for example, XML or JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) encoded
data content.
6.2.3 Web 2.0 data formats
To transfer data from the server to the client, former applications were based
on the SOAP networking protocol. This allows to deliver XML in a SOAP
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envelope using XHRs which influenced the definition of the term AJAX. The
main benefits of this protocol are a well-defined standard, several available
parsers and writers in different programming languages as well as an easy
validation using a DOM or XML Schema Definitions (XSD). Some of the
major drawbacks are a large traffic overhead and a longer development cycle for
setting up definition and validation files. Here, the JSON format benefits from
a very sparse and easy declaration, however lacks any automated validation
and specifications before and after transferring data.
In the following, an extract from a JSON transfer loading sequence information












The JSON notation which is the JavaScript object notation allows to obtain
a JavaScript object by just applying the ’eval()’ function on the JSON string.
JSON data is usually transferred by XMLHttpRequests. To not be misleading,
XHR was formerly developed for Microsofts Internet Explorer and enables data
transfer for all kinds of HTTP requests in combination with JavaScript. Also
plain text or HTML code can be delivered.
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6.2.4 Frontend files and locations
The workbench frontend is organized under ’Rrna cistron db/root’, see Figure
14. Here, the ’index.html’ is the direct entry point for the ITS2 workbench
and is rendered by the ’root’ controller. All necessary JavaScript and CSS files
are directly loaded from the ’index.html’.
Figure 14: Important files and folders of the frontend of the ITS2 workbench.
As soon as JavaScript and CSS files are transferred, the file ’applayout.js’
provides the basic border layout on startup. This integrates a large set of
additional functions and objects. In the appendix, a short overview of those
files and their functionalities is given (Table 15):
6.3 The backend of the ITS2 workbench
6.3.1 Catalyst: A Perl-based Web development framework
Catalyst is a MVC (Model View Controller) Web development framework
based on the programming language Perl. Compared to the old ITS2 Web
interface, this framework enables a structured organization of files and a sepa-
ration of programming, visualization and database logic. Using this standard,
it follows the principles of Don’t Repeat Yourself (DRY) and is fully object
orientated. It further comes with a set of CPAN hosted plugins and runs on
all major Web servers.
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The MVC architecture of Catalyst allows a flexible program design includ-
ing reusable components, an organized structure and programming logic. The
’Model’ represents a full database scheme by encapsulating each table into
an own Perl object. When fetching data from the database, the correspond-
ing Perl objects can be returned, providing easy access to the equally named
columns. The ITS2 workbench provides two database models. One represents
the sequence-structure database (see also Figure 16), a second one represents
the administration database depicted in Figure 17. A ’View’ instead is re-
sponsible for the data encoding when sending data back from the server to the
client. This format is typically one of the previously described Web 2.0 data
formats in chapter 6.2.3. The ITS2 workbench currently provides a JSON, a
file download and a Template Toolkit (TT) view. Finally, a ’Controller’ con-
nects model and view and further delegates all necessary actions. By calling a
website in a specific way:
http://name.tld/controller/function
a controller, and even function calls provided by the controller are accessible
for the client (see also the chapter about the RESTful programming paradigm
6.3.1). This enables a very flexible way of programming and eases the devel-
opment of reusable code components.
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Figure 15: The Figure illustrates a typical data request in the ITS2 workbench,
established to the MVC Web development framework Catalyst. The XHR
request from the client side causes a controller to contact the PostgreSQL
database if necessary. Finally, information is rendered by a specific view, and
transferred back to the client in a view-dependent format. The client then
further processes its received data.
Figure 15 visualizes the basic concept behind the MVC architecture. A client
request is first accepted by the controller. It decides whether a database con-
nection is required, and in such case uses the database model to fetch relevant
entries. The view finally regulates how or in which format data has to be
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encoded before it is sent back to the client, where it can then be further pro-
cessed. With the XHR request of course, beside the URL for the controller,
also further information in form of variables can be delivered by GET or POST.
The RESTful programming paradigm and CRUD: Regarding the con-
troller in more detail, a common implementation is the Restful design. The
term representational state transfer (REST) was first defined by Fielding
(2000) in his dissertation in 2000. Although it is not standardised, it be-
came integrated into most today’s web development frameworks in different
ways. The basic principle behind this concept is to access or modify the rep-
resentation of a specific resource, referenced by an URI. To interact with this
resource, only two things have to be known. This is first its identifier, typically
in a form of:
http://example.com/resources or
http://example.com/resources/item
and secondly the action to be performed. These actions, often go in coherence
with basic database operations. These can be summarized under the term
CRUD, standing for:
Create (INSERT DB statement, HTTP transfer by POST request)
Read (SELECT DB statement, HTTP transfer by GET request)
Update (UPDATE DB statement, HTTP transfer by PUT request)
Delete (DELETE DB statement, HTTP transfer by DELETE request)
The database actions are triggered by corresponding HTTP POST, GET, PUT
and DELETE requests. Especially the ITS2 administration interface is a typi-
cal implementation of RESTful CRUD web services. It allows to create, show,
modify, or delete information on the admin interface for managing citations,
news, staff-entries and more.
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Template Toolkit: Having finished all calculations by the controller, dif-
ferent views are available in Catalyst that send information back to the client.
Beside the common formats XML and JSON (see Chapter 6.2.3), Catalyst
provides a special view for transferring parts of a website in form of templates,
the Template Toolkit view. TT is a very frequently used module in the Perl
community. It provides a way to separate website design from programming
logic. A template is a sketch of code, usually HTML which provides the com-
plete design and layout of parts of a website. Beside a replacement of variables
with corresponding values, TT can also provide basic programming logic like
loops, conditions and further simple constructs that ease the design process.
In the following a short extract of the ’Cited by’ template is given as exam-
ple. It produces an unordered list containing information about citations like
authors, title, journal etc.:
<span class="main_header">Cited by</span><br><br>
[% IF ttcitations %]
<ul class="striped-ul" style="list-style-type:none;">
[% FOREACH citation IN ttcitations %]
<li class="shadow">
[% citation.authors %] ([% citation.pubyear %]):<br>







All templates are located in the templates folder, see Figure 14. Further, a
short description of each template is given in the appendix (Table 16).
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6.3.2 The PostgreSQL database including PL/pgSQL
PostgreSQL is an object-relational database providing typical relational database
mechanisms in combination with object orientated extends like the inheritance
of tables. With its Procedural Language/PostgreSQL Structured Query Lan-
guage (PL/pgSQL), it allows to declare stored procedures, using variables,
functions, conditions and loops. PL/pgSQL code can be called directly from
SQL statements as well as from triggers. The ITS2 database implements many
reasonable PL/pgSQL functions, views and triggers which are listed in details
in the appendix (see Tables 7, 8 and 11).
Regarding the databases itself, the workbench connects to two separate ones.
The first one is filled during the update procedure in section 5 and provides
all information related to ITS2 sequences, structures, taxonomy information
etc.. The second database is filled using the ITS2 admin interface and provides
basic information about the website like staff, citations or RSS feeds.
Database Schema of the ITS2 database To be conform with the Catalyst
naming-conventions, all table names end with a plural ’s’. Indexed columns
are marked with a white symbol in Figure 16. Indices on primary keys are
auto generated by PostgreSQL.
alignments Stores the ’neelde’-alignment (EMBOSS package) of homology
modelled sequence-structures. Includes model and template (transferred) in-
formation as well as alignment statistics.
annotation methods Holds the annotation methods ’HMM’ (both sides
HMM hit), ’MIXED’ (only one side HMM hit, other side GB entry), ’GB’ (both
sides GB entry), ’HM’ (re-annotation by homology modelling) and ’BLAST’
(BLAST search based annotation).
elements Refers to the basic elements of the rRNA cistron which are: 18S,
ITS1, 5.8S, ITS2 and 28S.
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Figure 16: Database Schema of the ITS2 database.
features Stores sequence information, element type, and annotation specific
information.
gb indexes This table only exists while the database is being filled (see
Chapter 5). It holds the GIs index position and length for a fast extraction
of GenBank flat files from the index data file. Although GIs are unique, they
might not be unique in this table due to the inclusion of daily GenBank up-
dates. However ’old’ GI references are flagged as inactive.
models A representation of models that were used for ITS2 annotation.
These can be for GB/MIXED annotation: ’Genbank’ or ’Genbank imprecise’;
for MIXED/HMM annotation: ’Diptera’, ’Eukaryota’, ’Fungi’, ’Metazoa’ or
’Viridiplantae’.
runs This table contains information about the database version, a short
description as well as the duration of the update process.
sequences Holds information about a sequence, though not a specific feature
or a sequence data itself! It stores mainly its GI, Accession and definition.
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structure methods The structure methods of the ITS2 can be ’DIRECT’
for direct folds, ’HM’ for homology modelled or ’PARTIAL’ for incomplete
structures.
structures Saves the structure of a sequence itself in bracket-dot-bracket
notation. Further energy and HM iteration is stored if available. This table
also contains fields for sequence or sequence/structure motifs. However the
detection of motifs is not automated yet.
taxons This table stores the taxonomic tree in form of a nested set. Further,
for each taxonomy, the number of sequence counts depending on the structure
method are available. These were added for performance speed-ups only.
Database Schema of the ITS2 workbench – admin interface The
schema of the ITS2 admin database (Figure 17) mainly contains static not
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Figure 17: Database Schema of the ITS2 admin database.
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6.3.3 Apache and Fcgid communication
To run the ITS2 workbench on an Apache web server, Catalyst provides two
methods located in the
’Rrna cistron db/script’ directory: CGI and FastCGI. Beside both options,
Catalyst also provides its own web and debugging server, which is not recom-
mended in production environments. FastCGI – the performance optimized
version of CGI – provides an intelligent caching mechanism for CGI programs
and allows Catalyst to handle even parallel requests in a quick way and with-
out reloading Perl interpreters, etc. on each new request. The workbench
runs a maximum of 10 parallel instances and allows an execution time of 1000
seconds per process.
6.3.4 Backend files and locations
The workbench backend is organized under ’Rrna cistron db/lib/Rrna cistron db’,
see Figure 18. Here, controller, models and views are located in their corre-
sponding folders. In addition, the folder ITS2 contains specific Perl modules
for parsing and validating data, or for small encapsulated algorithms.
Figure 18: Important files and folders of the backend of the ITS2 workbench.
A detailed overview of all controller and specific modules is given in the ap-
pendix (see Table 17, 18).
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6.4 ITS2 workbench installation script
To install the ITS2 database with all relevant dependencies and Perl modules,
an ITS2 installer (Figure 19) was developed. It distinguishes mainly between
two installation types. One for a production environment on a webserver,
and a second one for developer use. All output messages are logged to the
file ’its2 install.log’ during installation. For specific information about the
installation process, please follow the guided steps provided by the installer
itself, and read the tech-documents in the SVN ’INSTALL’ folder.
Figure 19: The ITS2 workbench installer in this Figure, provides an installation
for production environments, as well as for developers.
6.5 Discussion
The ITS2 workbench, technically speaking, is equipped with the latest web
technologies. This is especially its feature-rich JavaScript user interface and the
web services provided by the Catalyst web development framework. However,
when focussing on the backend, Catalyst clearly plays a role as an outsider
in the community. It lacks the extensive support that professional platforms
like Ruby on Rails or Oracles Java EE in combination with Hibernate and
Spring can provide. Nevertheless, Catalyst is so far the most advanced web
development framework for Perl, which has been established as a commonly
used programming language in the field of Bioinformatics. With a large variety
of plugins, it provides all basic features needed for typical web services.
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7 The ITS2 workbench
7.1 Introduction
Having solved all technical aspects, the ITS2 workbench (Koetschan et al.,
2012) is finally available at http://its2.bioapps.biozentrum.uni-wuerzburg.de.
The website unifies all necessary tools that are required for a first ITS2 based
phylogenetic analysis on sequence and structure. This ideally starts with the
creation of a dataset – the taxon sampling, and ends with the calculation of
a phylogenetic tree. However, this process is not always as straightforward as
one would assume. During the analysis of data, especially when regarding the
alignment, or even worse – after having calculated a ”final” tree, one might
realize that something went wrong. This might be a surprising classification
of a sequence inside an inappropriate looking clade, long branches between
closely related species or a sequence that doesn’t fit into the alignment at all.
When narrowing down these issues, it often turns out that a false taxonomic
classification, wrong annotation or sequencing error has caused the artefact.
Nevertheless, the whole time-consuming analysis has to be repeated. The ITS2
workbench assists here with a finesse. All sequence-structures that form the
taxon sampling are accessible from a pool at any time. As soon as one detects
an error in the alignment or tree, the erroneous sequence-structure can be
deleted from the pool, and previously performed calculations are automatically
repeated (see Figure 20). This also affects later added sequence-structures.
Together with additional tools that complete the pipeline of Schultz and Wolf
(2009), the workbench offers a quick glance into an ITS2 based sequence-
structure phylogeny and hereby simplifies the time-consuming tasks of taxon
sampling.
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Figure 20: This Figure illustrates the process of taxon sampling using the ITS2
workbench. It starts with own sequence-structures or ones retrieved from the
ITS2 database. These are added to a data pool which is the starting point for
an alignment. By deleting sequences from the alignment, they are deleted from
the pool as well, and a new alignment is recalculated automatically. The same
procedure is applied when further adding sequences to the pool, or deleting
them from the tree. Having repeated these steps until no further error-prone
sequence-structures are visible, the taxon sampling is finished.
7.2 Overview
When regarding the website (Figure 21), the workbench is organized in a
border-layout style and divided into header, west and center panel. The header
enables access to the ITS2 database during all times using the live search
function and provides links to basic information around the website. The
west panel instead contains typical tools around the marker, like the HMM
annotation, its secondary structure prediction or sequence motifs visualization.
Further, it shows an accordion menu, guiding through the basic workflow of
creating, managing and analysing a dataset. On the bottom left, the pool
receives sequence and structure information from different locations of the
website per drag & drop. Finally, a large tab panel in the center of the website
shows all relevant information and allows to close or switch between relevant
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tabs during the whole work process.
Figure 21: The ITS2 workbench is divided into header, west and center panel.
The header contains a live search and custom information about the website as
well as citations. The west panel gives access to typical marker-specific tools
and shows the basic workflow for sequence-structure analysis with the data
pool on the bottom left. The center panel allows several tabs to be opened
simultaneously while working with the website.
7.3 Creating a sequence-structure dataset
7.3.1 Datasets based on the ITS2 database
Typically, biologists aiming for a phylogenetic analysis, mainly a phylogenetic
tree, start with the creation of a dataset. This means, they are interested in
a taxonomic group and want to search for sequences, fitting into the taxon
sampling. As prominently visible on the top, this can easily be accessed by
the search function. The search accepts one search term, or a comma sepa-
rated list. This list may contain GeneInfo Identifiers, Accession numbers or
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even several taxonomic names. To facilitate the input of taxonomic names, a
live search is performed, completing the name based on a prefix matching of
the first entered letters. Once the selection is finished and the search button is
pressed, a large set of information is fetched from the database and becomes
visible in the center panel. This is by default the searched group, the Gene-
Info Identifier, the taxonomic name, the structure prediction method and of
course sequence and structure itself. Depending on the radio buttons beside
the search field, different categories are available that return sequences only,
directly folded and homology modelled structures or all folded ones including
partials. Furthermore, less frequently needed information such as the annota-
tion method or sequence motifs can be displayed at any time by expanding the
columns of the grid view. But performing a search based on pre-known search
terms is only one of the ways to begin the creation of a dataset.
Beside the specific search function, a user might also want to browse through
the tree of life on the left. This will give an overview of different groups avail-
able in the ITS2 database, while showing their number of sequences/structures
in brackets next to the taxonomic name. By switching between the previously
mentioned radio buttons for different structural types in the header, the tree
itself changes its color and structure according to the available sequences. This
allows to browse through sequences only, or to include partial structures in the
tree.
Finally, by clicking on a taxonomic name, a new tab (like after the direct
search) is opened in the center panel. Now, the user is able to view sequences
and structures. The next step is adding them to a dataset. Therefore, a data
pool is included at the website on the bottom left. The data pool is able to
store sequences, structures as well as alignments or trees. To add sequence-
structures, a user just needs to drag and drop columns from a grid onto the
pool (see Figure 22).
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Figure 22: Using the live search function on the top, a user can easily scan
for organisms. In addition, a taxonomic tree on the left enables the user to
browse through all eukaryotes contained in the database. Clicked nodes inside
the tree or searched organisms are presented in a new tab in the center panel.
Here, specific information for each sequence is visible, such as its annotation
methods, folding energy, Accession number, etc.. In order to create a dataset,
these sequences can be added to the data pool by a simple selection in the
grid, and a drag & drop onto the pool on the bottom left.
Per default, sequences are added including their secondary structures. If these
are not available, just an unpaired structure is added to avoid conflicts when
creating the alignment. Of course, sequence-structures can also be included
by using the context menu which appears by a right click on a grid column.
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7.3.2 Datasets from own sequences
Figure 23: The accordion panel on the left side of the window allows to create,
manage and analyse a dataset. To create a dataset, own sequences or ones
from the database may be used.
Beside including sequences from the database directly, the ”Create dataset”
frame also offers to add own data. However, when importing user data, this
might not be annotated yet or may lack a secondary structure. Therefore, a
user possessing both, an annotated sequence and a secondary structure can
use an upload form to directly add data to the pool, which is checked for
consistency, before it is added. But in case that the structure is missing, or
sequences are not yet annotated, a few more steps are required.
The ITS2 ”Annotation” tool: Having sequenced own data, or obtained
a complete rRNA cistron, the HMM annotation tool assists the user to locate
the exact borders of the ITS2.
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Figure 24: Results from an HMM based ITS2 sequence annotation are illus-
trated here. One can easily recognize the 5.8S motif identified on the left side
of the ITS2 sequence. Further, the hybridizing proximal stems of both HMM
motifs are visualized as control.
Therefore, a sequence is pasted into the sequence editor. After an automated
validation of the sequence content and format, the green check mark appears on
the left. Now the users may choose a model based on the sequence origin. Five
different models are available for ’Eukaryota’, ’Fungi’, ’Diptera’, ’Viridiplantae’
or ’Metazoa’ data. Additionally, choice boxes for e-value cut-off and minimum
ITS2 length allow to reduce the probability of false hits during annotation.
After pressing the ”Annotate” button, the results are displayed below (see Fig-
ure 24). The flanking borders of the ITS2, the 5.8S and 28S motif, are depicted
in blue and red. However, the annotation without these motifs (each contain-
ing 25 nucleotides) is not possible. To control the process, both hybridizing
stems are displayed which should contain the typical free nucleotides on both
stem sides. In case of inverse strand directions or no results, a user has also
the possibility to analyse the reverse complement of the sequence by enabling
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the appropriate check box. With the HMM annotated ITS2 sequence, the next
step towards a sequence-structure based phylogeny is the secondary structure
prediction. The user clicks with the right button on the ”add” - symbol, and
transfers the sequence to the structure prediction tool.
Easy prediction of secondary structure – The ”Predict” tool: There
are two different types of structure prediction. To facilitate the decision for the
user, again, the annotated sequence just needs to be copied into the sequence
editor. Then, the best method for structure prediction is chosen automati-
cally. First, a prediction based on energy minimization is performed. If this is
unsuccessful, an automated sequence-based BLAST search starts against the
whole ITS2 database with the predefined e-value cut-off listed below the input
field. According to the given number of best hits, results from the homology
modelling step are displayed in a grid (Figure 26).
Figure 25: This page shows the secondary structure prediction on the ITS2
workbench. Having pasted a sequence into the editor, it might either be folded
directly or become homology modelled. Here, the results of homology mod-
elling are visible inside a grid. Green rows indicate a high quality prediction,
red ones a low quality prediction with at least one helix below 75 %.
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This grid is sorted by e-value and lists information about helix transfer and
the taxonomic name of the template in green or red. Here, green rows indicate
a high quality prediction, red rows indicate a prediction with at least one helix
below 75 %. For more details, each row can be expanded, and shows the
secondary structure, alignment statistics and helical transfer. For low quality
models, the BLAST identified template structure is visible and coloured with
green and gray. The green dots indicate equal sequence and structure positions
between template and target. Having identified an appropriate template, the
modelled sequence-structure can now be added to the data pool by a simple
drag & drop or via the context menu.
Homology Modelling of structure – the ”Model” tool: Homology
modelling of a structure using the ”Model” tool is quite similar to the pre-
viously explained prediction tool, however it has a major difference. Whereas
in the previous section a template was unknown and identified by a BLAST
search, here the user has the possibility to specify an own template. Fur-
ther, not only one, but even several templates in combination with multiple
secondary structures are imaginable as model input. The algorithm then au-
tomatically chooses the best out of all possible combinations. If wished, also
the best consensus template can be calculated.
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Figure 26: The Figure shows a homology modelled structure on the ITS2
workbench. High quality predictions are marked green, low quality predic-
tions are coloured red. By expanding a row, the secondary structure of the
target sequence becomes visible. Additionally, further information such as the
alignment is available.
Beside these extensions, further advanced options are available for the more ex-
perienced user. These are alignment specific gap costs, different score matrices
as well as adjustable thresholds for high quality models.
The visualization of results is similar to the ”Predict” tool. A grid separates
high quality (green) from low quality (red) predictions. Each grid row can be
expanded to view the modelling details (Figure 26). High quality predictions
can further be selected automatically for download, or for the transfer into the
pool.
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7.4 Managing the dataset
Having created a dataset, the next step allows to manage it. This means
visual inspection, correction or deletion of sequence-structures, alignment or
tree (Figure 27).
Figure 27: Managing a dataset in the ITS2 workbench means to view structures
in the pool, see an alignment or to delete a tree for example. However, not all
possibilities are available at any time.
By now, only sequence-structures have been added to the pool. These can be
displayed by a click on the loupe, or the pool itself. When a structure is avail-
able, the folded conformation of the ITS2 is illustrated in small pictograms
(Figure 28). Otherwise, icons for sequence only or partial structures are avail-
able. With a left click on an image, it becomes highlighted, and information
about sequence motifs, energy, etc. appears at the bottom. To be able to deal
with big datasets, a filter option allows to keep track of data. It permits to fo-
cus on sequences matching specific search-criteria like species name, GeneInfo
Identifier, energy, structure or annotation method, respectively.
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Figure 28: The ITS2 workbench allows to manage sequence-structures, and
illustrates the structural conformation in small overview pictures. By apply-
ing a filter, specific structures can be focussed. When marking a structure,
information about sequence motifs or the annotation method becomes visible
in a small panel below. Further, structures can be deleted or transferred to
different tools in other tabs.
Finally, sequences can be marked by a mouse click in combination with the
control key. A right click on a marked sequence then shows a context menu
enabling the deletion of structures from the pool, or their transfer to other
tools in different tabs.
7.5 Analysing the dataset
Having managed the dataset and maybe already deleted some structures by
manual inspection in view of the taxon sampling, the next step in a phyloge-
netic analysis is the creation of an alignment, and further the calculation of a
phylogenetic tree (see Figure 29).
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Figure 29: When analysing a dataset on the ITS2 workbench, different options
are available. If the pool contains secondary structure information, a sequence
or sequence-structure based alignment can be calculated. Afterwards, the
option for calculating a Neighbour Joining tree becomes highlighted.
7.5.1 Alignment on sequence or sequence and structure
The alignment can be performed on sequence only, or, if secondary structure
is included in the dataset, on both characteristics of the marker. Not visi-
ble to the user, ITS2 specific gap costs and score matrices (see Chapter 4.3)
are integrated during the alignment process. Having finished calculating, the
alignment opens in a new tab (Figure 30). This shows the sequence head-
ers on the left, the sequence alignment itself on the top, and if available the
secondary structure alignment on the bottom. By clicking on a nucleotide or
structural bond, the corresponding ones become highlighted with a red circle.
Further, columns can be rearranged by drag & drop to compare sequences or
structures directly. Having identified an erroneous sequence or structure in the
alignment, this can be deleted directly with a right click in the context menu.
Naturally, the user is asked whether he wants the alignment to be recalcu-
lated afterwards. Finally, the alignment can be stored for the use in external
programs, or the study can be continued with the calculation of a tree.
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Figure 30: In this Figure, a sequence-structure alignment of the ITS2 work-
bench is presented. The alignment of sequence information is visible on the
top, whereas the structure alignment can be found at the bottom. Corre-
sponding bonds can be highlighted with a simple click and are marked with
red circles. To remove a sequence from the alignment and thereby also from
the pool, a context menu is available.
7.5.2 Tree calculation with the Neighbour Joining algorithm
The tree icon is visible on the ”Analyze” tab, as soon as the alignment is cre-
ated. Currently, the user can only calculate a tree based on the fast Neighbour
Joining algorithm using ProfDistS (Wolf et al., 2008). The tree opens in a new
tab (Figure 31), and allows zooming and scrolling to different nodes. Here, a
user aiming for a good taxon sampling can easily inspect the tree, and delete
a node just by opening the context menu. Further, a re-rooting of the tree at
each node is possible. As soon as the dataset has changed, calculations are re-
peated automatically when switching between tabs. Although the calculation
of the tree is primarily offered as first impression on the dataset, a download in
Newick format is available. It must be stated however, that this tree is by no
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means a publication ready tree. Therefore, further treeing methods should be
taken into consideration, and at least a bootstrap analysis would be required.
Figure 31: This graphic shows a tree calculated on the ITS2 workbench. With a
click on a node, the context menu allows to delete or re-root this position. The
tree can be scaled and moved inside the panel, and is available for download
in Newick format.
7.6 Additional tools
7.6.1 Motif detection in ITS2 sequences
Beside the typical pipeline for the creation of a taxon sampling, the ITS2
workbench offers some additional tools around the marker. One is the ITS2
sequence-motif detection. Sequence motifs are conserved parts or regions which
occur in a large proportion of a dataset, here, inside the ITS2. Although these
are not of major importance for phylogenetic analyses, they can assist in the
review of sequence annotation or secondary structure prediction. Three basic
sequence motifs were identified with the motif search tool MEME (Bailey et al.,
2009), based on the dataset of Keller et al. (2009):
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 U-U mismatch (helix II, left),
 U-U mismatch (helix II, right) with AAA (btw. helix II and III),
 UGGU (helix III, 5’ side)
Together with the two free nucleotides of the hybridizing stem regions 5.8S
and 28S, five characteristics are available that ensure the correctness of a se-
quence annotation. The motif prediction on the workbench follows the typical
procedure. A sequence is pasted into the sequence editor, or transferred to
the ”Motif” tool from a different tab. When providing additional structure
information, the motifs become highlighted in their folded conformation later.
Figure 32: The motif search tool on the ITS2 workbench detects three se-
quence motifs. When entering additional structure information, the motifs
are highlighted in a small coloured pictogram. This is ideal for reviewing the
correctness of a folded structure.
However, the presence of a secondary structure is no prerequisite for motif
detection. Two choice boxes for e-value threshold and model (possible models
are ’Fungi’ and ’Viridiplantae’) are available to configure the HMM based
motif search. Having clicked on the search button, the sequence is scanned
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for all three motifs, and results are displayed in a detailed table below (see
Figure 32). If, in addition to sequence, also structure was added as input,
the according sequence motifs are now coloured accordingly when opening the
structure view.
7.6.2 BLAST on sequence and structure
A tool that completes the taxon sampling process is the newly developed
sequence-structure BLAST. The ITS2 sequence is a fast evolving marker, and
thus provides a high resolution on lower taxonomic groups. Thus, a BLAST
search on sequence only, will mainly detect closely related species. For a
well balanced taxon sampling instead, also more distantly related species are
needed. The sequence-structure BLAST search fulfils this requirement by com-
bining sequence and secondary structure into its search. Furthermore, this en-
ables the identification of distantly related species inside the ITS2 workbench.
When opening the according tab, one can choose between sequence only or
sequence-structure BLAST and paste the sequence-structures into the editor.
After the search has finished, results are available in new tabs, one for each
sequence. Here, all relevant information about score, e-value or coverage are
visualized inside a grid. With a double click, a row expands and the alignment
becomes visible (Figure 33).
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Figure 33: This Figure shows the results of a sequence-structure BLAST search
on the ITS2 workbench. This BLAST type allows to detect also more distantly
related species due to its integration of secondary structure into the search.
With a double click on a row, the full alignment appears on the screen.
Finally, the alignment rows can also be transferred into the pool per drag &
drop, whereas buttons on the top allow to store selected sequences or even the
complete BLAST output in different formats.
7.7 The ITS2 admin interface
The last tool completing the ITS2 workbench is its administration interface.
This website allows to manage most dynamic contents like citations (Figure
34) in simple, editable grids.
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Figure 34: This graphic shows the ITS2 workbench administration website
that allows to manage dynamic contents of the ITS2 workbench. On the left,
a list of topics is available, which can be edited directly inside the grid rows
in the center of the website. As example, the citations page is depicted.
On the left side, a list of manageable topics is available. A click on those, opens
the corresponding table in the center. Here, rows can be added, deleted or
updated easily using the grid-editor. Changed values are quickly synchronized
with the database and become visible on the ITS2 workbench immediately.
7.8 Discussion
During the past ten years, ITS2 sequence-structure phylogeny has been discov-
ered as an interesting concept that improves phylogenetic analyses (Coleman,
2003; Schultz et al., 2005; Telford et al., 2005; Mu¨ller et al., 2007; Keller et al.,
2010), and was applied in several studies (more than 150 ITS2 database cita-
tions). Following the proposed workflow of Schultz and Wolf (2009), however,
required the use of a large variety of different programs (Seibel et al., 2006;
Wolf et al., 2008; Larkin et al., 2007; Page, 1996; Wolf et al., 2005b) in combi-
nation with the ITS2 database. Further, these tools needed to be maintained
for a variety of different operating systems. The ITS2 workbench, is so far the
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first website, that embeds the complete phylogenetic pipeline for a sequence-
structure based analysis. However, it also bears some limitations. Having
created an alignment though, one might find out that some sequence parts
or structural bonds need to be corrected. Such editing is currently impossi-
ble in the workbench. Here, it was decided in favour for a full automation
and reproducibility. Nevertheless, one could think about implementing a few
semi-automated features like the cropping of borders for frayed alignments.
Another aspect is the calculation of the tree: currently, only the Neighbour
Joining method is provided, which runs in a relatively short time. But even
here, the number of taxa had to be limited and no bootstrap support is given.
This can be disregarded when concentrating on a taxon sampling, but for more
advanced tree calculation, one has to download the alignment, and run stan-
dalone treeing software like ProfDistS. However, there exists no publication
about an MP or ML based sequence-structure treeing program yet. A solution
to this problem could be the integration of the newly developed R-package
described in Chapter 4.2. Although it is not evaluated on large scale-data yet,
it provided promising results on the chlorophyceaen dataset (Chapter 4.4). By
running this package with parallel bootstraps on a cluster, it might be able to
provide trees for MP, ML and BIONJ even in a reasonably short time.
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8 ITS2 application on large scale-data -
automated reconstruction of the Green Al-
gal Tree of Life
8.1 Indroduction
Continuing the discussion towards a large-scale analysis, one might question
beside the technical hindrances, the potential of the ITS2 itself (Alvarez and
Wendel, 2003; Sang, 2002) for a successful application on larger taxonomic
units. This might be due to the known genetic heterogeneity of the ITS2
which resulted in a large discussion over several years (Alvarez and Wendel,
2003; Sang, 2002; Bezzhonova and Goryacheva, 2008; Wang and Yao, 2005;
Nickrent et al., 1994; Powers et al., 1997; Feliner and Rossello, 2007; Wolf and
Schultz, 2009) or the questioned range of this marker when applied on such
big datasets. Nevertheless, the increasing number of published manuscripts
using ITS/ITS2 as phylogenetic marker (Feliner and Rossello, 2007) and the
proposal of ITS/ITS2 as a DNA barcode in several recent studies (Li et al.,
2011; Chen et al., 2010; Yao et al., 2010; Gao et al., 2010; Sass et al., 2007)
underlines its potential, especially when incorporating both of its features into
one’s analysis.
To further demonstrate the automated workflow of (Schultz and Wolf, 2009) on
large datasets, the phylogenetic tree of Chlorophyta (green algea) with about
2270 taxa was reconstructed automatically, using techniques, equivalently im-
plemented in the ITS2 workbench. This study, published by Buchheim et al.
(2011a) included the creation of datasets, alignments, and a short technical
chapter which were part of this thesis.
8.2 Materials and Methods
The analysis was based on ITS2 sequences and structures obtained from the
ITS2 database v3.0 (2009/09/29). For all available Chlorophyceaen (591),
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Trebouxiophyceae (741) and Ulvophyceae (938) samples, a sequence struc-
ture based global multiple alignment was generated using 4SALE v1.5 and
ClustalW2 with an ITS2 sequence-structure specific scoring matrix. Out of
each alignment, a class-specific tree was calculated by Profile Neighbor Joining
(PNJ) and ProfDistS v0.9.8 using a General Time Reversible (GTR) substi-
tution model. Here, in each case Micromonas (Prasinophyceae) was added as
outgroup to the data set before. Additionally, a global Chlorophyta tree con-
taining all (2270) taxa from the class specific trees was calculated accordingly.
All trees were finally rooted and visualized by FigTree v1.2.3.
For bootstrap support, manual profiles were set in ProfDistS with the aid
of Cartoon2Profile (http://profdist.bioapps.biozentrum.uni-wuerzburg.de/cgi-
bin/index.php?section=cart2prof) for the most important clades inside the
trees. Cartoon2Profile simplifies profile definition by exporting cartoons from
FigTree into a profiles definition file, compatible to ProfDistS. For online vi-
sualization, all three trees of each class were concatenated and visualized by
HyperGeny, a hyperbolic tree browser and are available at:
http://hypertree.bioapps.biozentrum.uni-wuerzburg.de.
Using conventional hardware, a 2GHz computer took less than one hour for
calculating each class-specific alignment and about 3.5h for the calculation of
the whole Chlorophyta alignment. Determining the bootstrap support took
approximately 10 minutes for each tree.
8.3 Results
The class of Chlorophyceae (Figure 37) shows the three orders of Oedo-
goniales, Sphaeropleales and Chlamydomonadales/Volvocales. Oedogoniales
are categorized by the genera of Oedogonium, Bulbochaete and Oedocladium.
Sphaerophleales, grouped into Desmodesmus, Scenedesmus, Atractomorpha
and Sphaeroplea have a good bootstrap support of (94%) and were placed
as a monophyletic unit. Chlamydomonadales/Volvocales consist of Chlamy-
domonas, Yamagishiella, Pandorina, Eudorina, Astrephomene, Gonium, Pha-
cotus and Dunaliella. In this case, Chlamydomonadales were separaded into
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two distinct groups (Chlamydomonadales I and Chlamydomonadales II), albeit
with low bootstrap support.
The class of Trebouxiophyceae (Figure 38) contains the three clades,
Microthamniales I (Trebouxia alliance), Microthamniales II (Asterochloris al-
liance) and the Chlorellales with the genera of Chlorella, Parachlorella, Coc-
comyxa, Micractinium and Didymogenes. Each clade has a high bootstrap sup-
port of 99% (Microthamniales I), 94% (Microthamniales II) and 96% (Chlorel-
lales).
The class of Ulvophyceae (Figure 39) is resolved with the four clades of
Bryopsidales, Urospora/Acrosiphonia, Ulvales I and Ulvales II. Bryopsidales
consist of the orders Halimeda and Caulerpa and show a high bootstrap sup-
port of 92%. The Urospora/Acrosiphonia clade is supported by 79%. Ulvales I
consist of the taxa Bolbocoelon, Blidingia, Monostroma, Umbraulva, Acrochaete
and Ulva I, whereas Ulvales II reveal a second ulvean group – Ulva II. Ulvales
I and Ulvales II have low bootstrap support with the latter forming a sister
group to Urospora/Acrosiphonia.
The phylum Chlorophyta (Figure 35) reveals the three classes of green al-
gae described above, however in some aspects there are differences compared to
the class-based analysis. Per default, the class-based analysis treats each class
as monophyletic, the phylum-level analysis though questions this assumption
slightly. Oedogoniales are grouped together with Chlorellales III (Coccomyxa)
as sister to Ulvales I (Urospora/Acrosiphonia). Further, Sphaeropleales II
(Sphaeropleaceae) are in alliance with Chlorellales I (Chlorella, Parachlorella,
Micractinium, Didymogenes, Diacanthos, Closteriopsis, Actinastrum,
Dictyosphaerium, Auxenochlorella, Lobosphaeropsis), Chlorellales II (Pseu-
dochlorella, Koliella) and Microthamniales II. Additionally, Sphaeropleales I
(Desmodesmus, Scenedesmus) are resolved as sister group to Ulvales I. Re-
garding all these taxa, the Chlamydomonadales is classified as a monophyletic
sister group.
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The Trebouxiophyceae as well as the Ulvophyceae form four non-monophyletic
clades. For the Trebouxiophyceae, these are Microthammniales I, Microtham-
niales II, Chlorellales III and the group of Microthamniales II, Chlorellales I
and Chlorellales II. For the Ulvophyceae, these are the Bryopsidales II (Caulerpa),
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Figure 35: Profile Neighbour joining tree calculated on the phylum Chloro-
phyta (with 100 bootstrap replicas) using all ITS2 sequences and structures
available from the ITS2 database version 3.0 (2009/09/29). The image is taken
from Buchheim et al. (2011a).
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8.4 Discussion
Regarding the reconstructed trees of the classes Chlorophyceae, Trebouxio-
phyceae and Ulvophyceae, they are basically in accordance with several pub-
lished manuscripts using a variety of different markers, for example 18S rRNA
(Wolf et al., 2002; Hepperle et al., 2000; Lewis and Flechtner, 2004; Nakada
et al., 2008), rbcL (Nozaki et al., 2000; Loughnane et al., 2008; Zechman,
2003; Nozaki et al., 2003) or atpB (Buchheim et al., 2010; Nozaki et al., 2000,
2003). However, some differences exist to other studies, for example when
regarding the Chlorophyceae (Buchheim et al., 2001, 2002). Figure 37 places
Chlamydomonadales as a basal, paraphyletic unit, which differs from both
manuscripts, where Oedogoniales, Chaetophorales and / or Chaetopeltidales
were reconstructed at this position. The differences might be due to a weak
support in those datasets, variations in the taxon sampling – e.g. during time
of analysis there existed no ITS2 data for Chaetopeltidales / Chaetophorales,
or differences in rooting the outgroup. Further, discrepancies become visible
when comparing the phylum-level analysis to reconstructions on class-level.
Here, for example, the group of Chlamydomonadales is resolved as mono-
phyletic in the phylum-level tree (Figure 35), but compared to the class-level
analysis (Figure 37), Chlamydomonadales II forms a sister group to the groups
of Chlamydomonadales I, Oedogoniales and Sphaeropleales, albeit with a low
bootstrap support of 47 and 57, respectively. Beside these small irregularities,
the ITS2 marker unravelled a large phylogeny from species to phylum-level
in a full automated pipeline and without manual intervention. Taking into
account also the short calculation period, this suggests an application of ITS2
sequence-structure analysis on similarly large datasets.
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9 A video tutorial for the ITS2 workbench
9.1 Short summary
Finally, the ITS2 workbench is in use and accessible for the public. However,
the inexperienced user might need some guidance on the way to the phyloge-
netic tree. Therefore, a short movie about the ITS2 workbench was created
(Merget et al., 2012). It starts with a general introduction about the ITS2
marker, followed by a detailed explanation of the implemented pipeline. Part
of this thesis was the 3D animated creation of a growing phylogenetic tree
(Figure 36 top right).
Figure 36: This illustration shows four different captures from the ITS2 work-
bench movie. On the top left, a 3D reconstruction of the ITS2 is visible. On
the top right, a growing phylogenetic tree is depicted. The illustrations on the
bottom show the website of the workbench with the ITS2 annotation tool on
the left, and a calculated tree on the right.
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The small movie is available at:
http://www.jove.com/video/3806/the-its2-database.
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10 Conclusion and outlook
During the last years, the development of sequencing technologies was pushed
towards the 4th generation and high-throughput sequencing became available.
This progress guarantees the exponential growth of databases like GenBank
for the years to come. However, with the raising number of sequences, the need
for exact annotation, sorting and management of data becomes fundamental.
Large databases like GenBank, EMBL or DDBJ are not capable of provid-
ing this service on such immense datasets accurately. Thus, the development
of topic-related sub-databases is obvious. When focussing on sequence phy-
logeny, different databases exist for a variety of markers (Pruesse et al., 2007;
Cole et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2009; Koetschan et al., 2010). However, the
ITS2 workbench is - to our knowledge - the only database for ITS2 sequence-
structure phylogeny. Its data storage and accuracy was significantly improved
during this study by the inclusion of HMM sequences annotation and an ex-
haustive secondary structure prediction pipeline which more than doubled the
number of structure predictions. But this is not even half of what the work-
bench can provide. Whereas at the beginning of this work, a large variety of
tools were needed for a full sequence-structure analysis, today all these meth-
ods are integrated into the ITS2 workbench. This has the major advantage
that time-consuming installations, data import and export along with simple
handling errors could be reduced to a clear pipeline easily followed just with
a few mouse-clicks on the Web. Therefore, a large number of different Web-
services had to be implemented providing data for the AJAX driven Web 2.0
interface. Although the workbench currently bears some limitations, such as
its repertoire of treeing methods, solutions like the new treeforge R-package are
nearly ready for use. Beside a transfer of the currently established sequence-
structure phylogeny to methods like MP and ML, it consists of newly developed
sequence-structure alphabets, that performed reasonably well during first eval-
uations. However, there still remains the challenge in computing large-scale
phylogenetic trees on bigger datasets online. Recently developments towards
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cloud computing on large clusters and computing farms could provide solutions
here. In addition, Web design is pushing towards the further development of
JavaScript, like Google’s DART, local file storage mechanisms like the W3C
draft of the Localstorage API (Hickson, 2011), or new browser databases such
as the W3C draft of IndexDB (Mehta et al., 2011). C/C++ to JavaScript
cross-compilers like Emscripten even today bring C/C++ programs to the
web, just by running JavaScript. This suggests that in future, also the C++
algorithms of ClustalW2 or treeing software could be compiled for running in
the Web browser using local CPU and memory resources. With the capability
of calculating larger datasets, and further optimizations of the phylogenetic
pipeline, in future, on might obtain a broader coverage in phylogenetic analy-
ses.
Reconsidering the initial questions ”What is a species?”, ”Are same looking
individuals also belonging to the same species?”, ”Which one evolved first?” we
might ask whether these are answered now? One has to admit, not completely
– or the critic would say, not really. But one thing has drastically changed, and
this work has definitely pushed the level one step further into this direction.
Whereas just a few years ago, researchers had to undertake tedious manual
work, analyse species with their morphological features in thousands of hours,
to just gain an idea on how few fellows are related, today, with the use of the
ITS2 workbench, this cumbersome work has been reduced to a minimum of
effort and just requires few mouse-clicks.
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89574209 Oedogonium sp. L3























































































































































































































































































































































































87047596 Dunaliella sp. SPMO 128-2









































89574210 Oedogonium sp. L4
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205371719 Dunaliella sp. ABRIINW U2/1

























































































































































































































































87047605 Dunaliella sp. SPMO 202-4






























87047594 Dunaliella sp. SPMO 112-3
49073091 Dunaliella salina
253749359 Volvox barberi











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 37: Profile Neighbour joining tree calculated on the class of Chloro-
phyceae (with 100 bootstrap replicas) using all ITS2 sequences and structures
available from the ITS2 database version 3.0 (2009/09/29). The image was
taken from Buchheim et al. (2011a).
15.B Phylogenetic tree of class Trebouxiophyceae 133

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































34761703 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont




































75755728 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont
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217885 Pseudochlorella sp. CCAP 211/1A
51863525 Asterochloris photobiont R
Y918





























75755745 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont
37651006 Trebouxia jam
esii















203284912 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont
207366678 Actinastrum hantzschii
189182672 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont
22022953 Trebouxia jam
esii

















































































































































































189182644 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont
207366643 Didymogenes anomala
94448704 Trebouxia gelatinosa

























































































































































94448894 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont
























































































































































203284905 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont
207366651 Closteriopsis acicularis



































































45181487 Chlorella sp. Itas 6/3 M-1d














207366673 Micractinium sp. CCAP 211/11F
76262915 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont






















76262929 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont























































esii letharii sp. 6

















































































9844710 Trebouxia sp. Trinkaus356a


































































































































9844910 Trebouxia sp. Mayrhofer13.702






























76262918 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont










































































76262956 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont
255653881 Trebouxia gelatinosa

























































































































































































































































































94448888 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont































































158828583 Chlorella sp. SAG 211-6
















































76262953 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont









































































































































75755740 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont
51095176 Chlorella vulgaris
76262948 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont



















































































207366674 Micractinium sp. CCAP 231/1
51863540 Asterochloris photobiont R
Y762
203284913 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont
51095179 Chlorella vulgaris
9754932 Trebouxia jam
esii letharii sp. 3
37674531 Didymogenes palatina
9754933 Trebouxia jam


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































76262925 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont
























































































































































































































































































































































































































22022963 Trebouxia sp. B-8
9754927 Trebouxia jam
esii vulpinae
51863541 Asterochloris photobiont R
Y242

































































































































































































































94448705 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont













207366659 Micractinium sp. CCAP 211/92



























































9844690 Trebouxia sp. Friedl10.1994
76262945 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont









































































































































9844886 Trebouxia sp. Mayrhofer13.747































76262937 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont
203284910 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont
37674524 Chlorella vulgaris































207366661 Micractinium sp. CCAP 248/13




94483229 Asterochloris photobiont R
Y1212
203284892 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont
37651011 Trebouxia jam
esii
45181486 Chlorella sp. Itas 2/24 S-1w




















































































189182609 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont















































































































































203284911 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont
65427939 Micro
monas pusilla



















75755724 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont






























































































207366660 Micractinium sp. CCAP 248/16











51863543 Asterochloris photobiont R
Y968
121489581 Micractinium pusillum

























































203284909 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont
183206220 Interfilum
 paradoxum


























































































































































































































































76262955 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont
76262938 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont































































































































































































51863530 Asterochloris photobiont R
Y1010
94448712 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont




































22022949 Trebouxia sp. B-7































































































































































































189182616 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont
207366641 Micractinium sp. SAG 72.80
34559457 Coccomyxa sp. C18

















































































































































75755743 uncultured Trebouxia photobiont
























































































94483221 Asterochloris photobiont R
Y1240




































































































































































Figure 38: Profile Neighbour joining tree calculated on the class of Trebouxio-
phyceae (with 100 bootstrap replicas) using all ITS2 sequences and structures
available from the ITS2 database version 3.0 (2009/09/29). The image was
taken from Buchheim et al. (2011a).
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157695646 Acrochaete sp. 1-BER
-2007






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































157695658 Acrochaete sp. 1-BER-2007









































































































































































































157695643 Acrochaete sp. 1-BER-2007











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































a 157695710 Acrochaete sp. 5-BER-2007
111117072 C
aulerpa sertularioides
157695683 Acrochaete sp. 3-BER
-2007

























































































































































































156629278 Acrochaete sp. 4-BER-2007
4894705 Ulva uscoides




























































5690383 Acrosiphonia sp. Sk5
28864522 Caulerpa cupressoides























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































157695785 epi/endophyte Ulvales sp. 6-BER-2008





























































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 39: Profile Neighbour joining tree calculated on the class of Ulvophyceae
(with 100 bootstrap replicas) using all ITS2 sequences and structures available
from the ITS2 database version 3.0 (2009/09/29). The image was taken from
Buchheim et al. (2011a).
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15.E Sequence and sequence-structure score matrices
on species datasets












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 40: The following bubble plots visualize four different score matrices
calculated on the alphabets ’DNA’, ’RNA10’, ’RNA12’ and ’RNA16’. The
calculations were based on about 1200 manually inspected species alignments
taken from Mu¨ller et al. (2007). Red dots indicate a positive, green dots a
negative score. The size of each dot corresponds to the absolute size of its
representing number. Thus, the main diagonal typically shows red, positive
scoring bubbles for matching positions. Other diagonals show mostly a neg-
ative score, depending on the number of exchanges which occurred for the
specific tuples.
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15.F Sequence and sequence-structure score matrices
on genus datasets












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 41: The following bubble plots visualize four different score matrices
calculated on the alphabets ’DNA’, ’RNA10’, ’RNA12’ and ’RNA16’. The cal-
culations were based on about 400 manually inspected genus alignments taken
from Mu¨ller et al. (2007). Red dots indicate a positive, green dots a negative
score. The size of each dot corresponds to the absolute size of its representing
number. Thus, the main diagonal typically shows red, positive scoring bub-
bles for matching positions. Other diagonals show mostly a negative score,
depending on the number of exchanges which occurred for the specific tuples.
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15.G PL/pgSQL functions of the ITS2 database
getGiForTaxon(text) Returns all GIs for a case insensitive taxonomic name
getGiNameRankForTaxon(text) Returns all GIs, names and ranks for a case insensitive taxonomic
name
getLineage(int4) Returns the taxonomic lineage to a given taxid
getLineageGI(int4) Returns the taxonomic lineage to a given GI
createViews() Creates all views specified in 15.H
getITS2OptimalFolds() Returns fold ITS2 features in the priority order of HMM, MIXED, GB,
HM, BLAST:
><gi> | <fid> |[<gi> | <fid> |]
<sequence>
<structure>
getLastITS2OptimalFolds() Returns fold ITS2 features in the priority order of HMM, MIXED, GB,
HM, BLAST from the last homology modelling iteration:
><gi> | <fid> |[<gi> | <fid> |]
<sequence>
<structure>
getITS2OptimalUnfolds() Returns unfold ITS2 features in the priority order of HMM, MIXED,
GB, HM, BLAST:
><gi> | <fid> | <start pos lt end pos> | <modstart> | <modstop>




updateTaxonCountsRecursive() This method updates all parent ids up to the root (not the root itself)
with new taxon sums
makeProductionReady()  Deletes all features which are not of element ITS2
 Deletes fold features which are redundant in the priority order of
HMM, MIXED, GB, HM, BLAST
 Deleting annotations which are in conflict with fold features in the
priority order (for fold) of DIRECT, HM, PARTIAL
 Deletes unfold features which are redundant in the priority order of
HMM, MIXED, GB, HM, BLAST
 Drops table gb indexes; this table is not needed in production envi-
ronment
 Creates triggers: taxonCountsChanged, featureCountsChanged,
structureCountsChanged
 Updates taxonomy tree with structure counts
public.textcat null(text, text) Concatenates strings containing NULL
pg grant(TEXT, TEXT, TEXT, TEXT) Grants rights so user, e.g.
select pg grant(’userreadonly ’,’select’,’%’,’public’);
select pg grant(’userall ’,’select,insert,update,delete’,’%’,’public’);
pg revoke(TEXT, TEXT, TEXT, TEXT) Revokes rights from user
pg drop() Drops all tables
Table 7: Overview of PL/pgSQL functions available in the ITS2 database
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15.H Views of the ITS2 database
ViewITS2Folds Returns gi, fid, seq, str, ann, start lt stop, modstart, modstop, iter from all folded
ITS2 features including duplicate annotations
ViewITS2Unfolds Returns gi, fid, seq, str, ann, start lt stop, modstart, modstop from all unfolded
ITS2 features including duplicate annotations
ViewITS2OptimalAnnotated Returns gi, fid, seq, start lt stop, modstart, modstop from all ITS2 features in the
priority order of HMM, MIXED, GB, HM, BLAST
ViewITS2OptimalFolds Returns gi, fid, seq, str, ann, start lt stop, modstart, modstop, iter from all folded
ITS2 features in the priority order of HMM, MIXED, GB, HM, BLAST
ViewITS2OptimalUnfolds Returns gi, fid, seq, str, ann, start lt stop, modstart, modstop from all unfolded
ITS2 features in the priority order of HMM, MIXED, GB, HM, BLAST
Table 8: Overview of views available in the ITS2 database
15.I Aggregate functions of the ITS2 database
textcat all Concatenates grouped strings containing NULL
Table 9: Overview of PL/pgSQL aggregate functions available in the ITS2
database
15.J Operators of the ITS2 database
||+ Concatenates VALUE ||+ NULL to VALUE
Table 10: Overview of PL/pgSQL operators in the ITS2 database
15.K Triggers of the ITS2 database
taxonCountsChanged AFTER UPDATE ON taxons, updates taxon counts recursive
featureCountsChanged AFTER INSERT OR DELETE ON features, updates taxon counts recursive
structureCountsChanged AFTER INSERT OR DELETE ON structures, updates taxon counts recursive
Table 11: Overview of triggers, set in the ITS2 database
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15.L ITS2 data generation – folders
sql SQL-scripts creating and deleting the database with all functions, etc.
lib Perl modules and different interfaces
scripts All scripts executed for data generation, invoked by generate.pl
hmms HMMER2 HMM database and source sequence files for HMM generation
log Log-directory during the generation process
tmp Temporary files
backup PostgreSQL database backups from different stages
bin Binary files like EMBOSS package, HMMER, Unafold, etc.
Table 12: Overview of folders for ITS2 database generation located under:
’rRNA DB/db/trunk’
15.M ITS2 data generation – scripts and modules
generate.pl Basic entry point for data generation
01-mk-pg-database.pl An empty PostgreSQL database is created
02-fill-taxonomy-tree.pl The taxonomy tree is downloaded and written to the database
03-download-genbank.pl Download of important GenBank sub-databases
04-mk-genbank-index.pl Index of GenBank files is created
05-parse-ncbi-search.pl GenBank entries retrieved from NCBI-search are parsed
06-split-genbank.pl GenBank databases are split for HMM annotation
07-write-ncbi-search.pl Features and sequences from NCBI-search are written to the database
08 - 09 HMM annotation
10 Direct folding of sequences
11-* Homology modelling
12-* BLAST-based annotation
13-* Partial structure prediction
Table 13: Overview of scripts for ITS2 database generation located under:
’rRNA DB/db/trunk/scripts’
DbInterface.pm Module for interfacing with a database, provides methods for e.g. writing features, sequences,
receiving ITS2 optimal folds or unfolded features
GbInterface.pm A comprehensive module for interfacing with GenBank data files; these can be read directly from
the index file; contains accessors for obtaining sequence, lineage, gi, features and more
Index.pm A module for creating, appending and reading from an index file; basically usable for any kind of
files; independent from GenBank, just requires a specific file separator
FastaParser.pm Robust parser for FASTA format, parses also 60 line-break FASTA
GbParser.pm An extremely speed optimized parser for GenBank data files
NCBISearch.pm Module for NCBI queries and downloads
Blast.pm Module for BLAST search and parsing
Fold.pm Module for folding sequences using UNAFold
Nussinov.pm Module for post-folding homology modelled structures
HMM.pm Parsing of various HMMER2 annotated features
ITS2check.pm A module that tests whether the secondary structure of an ITS2 seems to be valid
globals.pm This module contains all paths, constants and settings used during the update process
Table 14: Overview of Perl modules for ITS2 database generation located
under: ’rRNA DB/db/trunk/lib’
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15.N JavaScript files of the ITS2 workbench frontend
accordion analyse Visualization of panel in the accordion under ’Analyse’ tab
accordion create Visualization of panel in the accordion under ’Create’ tab
accordion manage Visualization of panel in the accordion under ’Manage’ tab
accordion own seq Visualization of panel in the accordion under ’Create’ tab under ’add own data’ button
accordion taxbrowser Visualization of panel in the accordion under ’Create’ tab under ’from database’ button
analyse alignmentvis2 Visualization of panel for showing a reduced and speed optimized version of the alignment
analyse alignmentvis Visualization of panel for showing the full version of alignment
analyse treevis Visualization of panel for showing trees
applayout Direct JavaScript entry point, configures viewport with a border layout
blast Visualization of panel when performing a BLAST search
COPYING License information
create annotate Visualization of panel under ’Create’ tab for own sequence annotation
create known Visualization of panel under ’Create’ tab for own sequence upload
create model Visualization of panel under ’Create’ tab for own sequence homology modelling
create motif Visualization of panel under ’Create’ tab for own sequence motif search
create predict Visualization of panel under ’Create’ tab for own sequence-structure prediction
create seqvis Visualization of panel under ’Create’ tab and live-search for database seq-str search
devel Visualization of panel for bug tracker - visible only on the development web server
its2 classes Collection of general classes, specific to the ITS2, e.g. seq-str parser, etc.
its2 SequenceEditor Class for ITS2 sequence-structure input
main accordion Visualization of accordion panel on the west side of the border layout
main dragdrop Drag & Drop management for the whole web interface
main examples ITS2 data examples for different components, mostly loaded into ’SequenceEditor’
main functions Basic unspecific functions used in the whole workbench e.g. error and alert messaging
main handler Basic event handlers of the workbench, specific event handling is included in each file
main header Visualization of the header menu in the north of the border layout
main interactions Functions for interaction of different components like sequence transfer between panels
main overrides Some basic overrides and extensions of the ExtJS framework
main pool Visualization of panel handling the pool and sequence-structure drag & drops
main tools Visualization of panel containing the tools section above the accordion on the west side
manage poolvis Visualization of panel for managing the data pool containing sequences and structures
Table 15: A short description of the major JavaScript files in the frontend of
the ITS2 workbench.
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15.O Templates of the Template Toolkit
about Visualization of ’About’ page (currently hidden)
accordionAnalyse Visualization of panel in the accordion under ’Analyse’ tab
accordionManage Visualization of panel in the accordion under ’Manage’ tab
analysetreevis Visualization of panel for phylogenetic tree
annotate Visualization of annotation results from ’Annotate’ tab
citation Visualization of ’Citations’ page (currently hidden)
citedby Visualization of ’Cited by’ page
contact Visualization of ’Contact’ page
createannotate Visualization of panel in ’Annotate’ tab
createknown Visualization of panel in ’Own sequences’ upload tab
createmodelHM Visualization of homology modelling results from ’Model’ tab
createmodel Visualization of panel in ’Model’ tab
createmotif Visualization of panel in ’Motif’ tab
createpredictDF Visualization of direct fold results from ’Predict’ tab
createpredictHM Visualization of homology modelling results from ’Predict’ tab
createpredict Visualization of panel in ’Predict’ tab
erroralert Visualization of error messages
error Visualization of error message when template is not found
flowchart Visualization of ’Flow chart’ page
funding Visualization of ’Funding’ page (currently hidden)
fun Visualization of ’Fun’ page
grouppubbib Visualization of ’Group Publications (BibTeX)’ page
grouppub Visualization of ’Group Publications’ page
helpannotate Visualization of help page showing usage information about ’Annotate’
helpblast Visualization of help page showing usage information about ’Blast’
helpmodel Visualization of model page showing usage information about ’Model’
helpmotif Visualization of motif page showing usage information about ’Motif’
helppredict Visualization of predict page showing usage information about ’Predict’
helpsequenceeditor Visualization of sequence editor page showing usage information about sequence editor
highlight Visualization of ’Highlight papers’ page
howtocite Visualization of ’How to cite us’ page
links Visualization of ’Links’ page (currently hidden)
motif Visualization of motif search results from ’Motif’ tab
showdetails Visualization of details page after sequence-structure search
staff Visualization of ’Staff’ page
statistics Visualization of ’Statistics’ page (currently hidden)
supplements Visualization of ’Supplements’ page (currently hidden)
updates Visualization of ’Updates’ page (currently hidden)
usagepolicy Visualization of ’Usage policy’ page
whatsnew Visualization of ’What’s new’ page
Table 16: A short description of the major template files of the ITS2 work-
bench.
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15.P Controller of the ITS2 workbench backend
alignment Creates a sequence or sequence-structure based alignment from all sequences in the pool; stores the
alignment in the pool
alvis Reads alignment from pool and prepares it for highlighting open/closing brackets of the secondary
structure (this step is integrated in the backend for performance speed-ups)
annotate Provides HMM sequence annotation; further calculates images of stem hybridization and returns
newly annotated ITS2 positions
blast Performs blast search on either sequence only, sequence-structure or sequence-structure database
without partials; allows to cancel a Blast search or to download results
devel Provides submission and retrieval of bugs to an XML file
livesearch Provides a quick live search on taxonomic names and returns the number of available structures;
also provides a method for fetching sequence and structure records for specific GIs
managedataset Allows to manage the pool by removing all sequences, all alignments, all trees or even the whole
pool
marker Gives the short name of all markers stored in the ITS2 database
model Runs a full homology modelling on template and target sequences; supports multiple templates,
multiple structures and the option to find one best consensus template
motif Performs motif search on sequences and returns start and stop position for each motif; if secondary
structure is available, an SVG-file with coloured motifs is created
pool Provides the possibility to add/remove sequence-structure entries or complete taxa to the pool; also
returns information such as number of elements in the pool
poolvis Returns all information available for sequences inside the pool; further calculates corresponding
images of secondary structures; or exports the sequence part of the pool
predict Folds a sequence, if folding fails in the web frontend, automatically a homology modelling step is
performed by using the best hits of a prepended Blast search.
Root The Root controller deletes expired sessions, creates a new session and redirects to the index.html
file
seqdownload A controller which handles the database download of selected/all sequences, alignments, trees when
data is not fully available in the frontend yet
seqvis Provides all details visible after a sequence search, either by the live-search option or from the
taxonomic tree
session Restores/saves a (previous) session by uploading/downloading a stored pool.xml file; also provides
a method to add own sequences to a pool session-file
taxbrowser Returns the taxonomic tree – visible on the left side of the workbench, including sequence/structure
counts;
tree Reads alignment, calculates tree, writes tree to pool
treevis Visualization of a tree stored in the pool; uses Newick Utilities to create an SVG-tree which is then
parsed by the ExtJS in the frontend. If specified, the tree is also (re)rooted here.
ttvis Responsible for the visualization of all templates defined by the Template Toolkit
Table 17: A short description of controller integrated in the backend of the
ITS2 workbench.
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15.Q Modules of the ITS2 workbench backend
Alignment.pm Creates MUSCLE or ClustalW2-based alignment
Base.pm Contains basic paths and variables for the backend
Errors.pm Provides text for error messages
Fold.pm Folds and validates sequences/structures
Format.pm Parses FASTA, XFASTA, XXFASTA, RAW, XRAW, XXRAW format
Hmm.pm Parses HMMER2 output
HomologyModeling.pm Provides the Homology Modelling
ITS2Check.pm Checks correctness of folded ITS2 sequences
ITS2Motifs.pm Annotates ITS2 motifs
Pool.pm Provides methods to create a pool, add and remove sequences, alignments or trees
StructurePlot.pm Provides colouring of different structures
Translateprot.pm ’RNA12’ encoding alphabet for sequence and structure
TransSeqStructPseudoProt.pm ’RNA12’ encoding alphabet for sequence and structure
Tree.pm Module for tree calculation and re-rooting with Newick Utilities
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